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THE PROBLEM AND THE PURPCBE 
• What is the worst discrimination in America? Against blacks? 
way. The worst Against Hispanics? Against women? Against gays? No 
discrimination in America is against old people. 
1 
--Andrew M. Greeley 
Our society notoriously finds little use for the elderly. It 
defines them as useless, forces them to retire before they have 
exhausted their capacity for work, and reinforces their sense of 
superfluity at every opportunity .... Nothing short of a complete reor-
dering of work, education, the family--of every important institution--
will make old age more bearable. 
2 
--Christopher Lasch 
I may say that our present system is highly defective in 
opportunities for directed continuation of education. It is no dis-
paragement of present efforts in "adult education" to say that the 
continued education of those who have left school should long ago have 
been made a paramount interest of public education. 
--John Dewey3 
The stereotype of old age as a time of passivity, incapacity, and 
inactivity is being challenged in the United States. Just by living 
longer, many people are discovering that aging does not lead to loss of 
interest in or need for work, love, sex, civic participation, artistic 
expression, physical activity, and mental activity. Many older people are 
demanding acceptance into the mainstream of life as individual persons 
with individual characteristics rather than as stereotyped old people. 4 
1 
2 
I maintain that the mainstream of life includes the mainstream of 
education and that mainstream education in the United States is not open 
to most older people. As I shall use the term, mainstream education 
refers to the education offered in public and private elementary and sec-
ondary schools, colleges, and universities as well as in business and 
industrial training schools; it refers to formal, credential-giving 
schooling as distinguished from inf'ormal or personal education. 
It should be noted that the term mainstreaming is commonly asso-
ciated with the field of special education, where it means integrating 
children with handicaps into regular classes and schools rather than seg-
regating them in special, separate classes and schools. I am making a 
case for the mainstreaming of older people into regular classes and schools 
rather than segregating them in special, separate groups on the basis of 
age. The term mainstream education, as I use it, refers both to main-
streaming as I have explained it and to the main educational institutions 
in our society. 
Mainstream education is not precisely synonymous with formal educa-
tion since formal education can be offered in separate, segregated classes 
and schools rather than in the regular, generally integrated (at least by 
law) classes and schools of our society. Formal education is usually 
taken to mean organized, credit-giving instruction in schools or under 
school jurisdiction as distinguished from inf'ormal education, which · 
usually refers to life experiences in general, including noncredit self-
instruction and learning in inf'ormal groups in various community organi-
zations. It is impossible to draw a sharp line between formal and 
3 
informal education since informal, noncredit learning experiences are 
' 
offered by formal, credential-giving educational institutions and credit 
is sometimes given by formal educational institutions for informal 
learning in life. The general distinction between formal and informal 
education, however, seems clear. 
It should also be noted that I am not denying the value of 
informal education to people of all ages. Most learning in life is 
informal, personal learning. My subject, however, is formal education, 
and my contention is that older people should be mainstreamed at all 
levels of our formal educational structure. I am not denying the need 
for some separate groups based on handicap or sex or language or age or 
some other characteristic. I do maintain, however, that any such separate 
classes or schools must be carefully and continuously justified to make 
certain that they are not based on prejudice or stereotyping and that they 
are indeed in the interest of the segregated students. In the field of 
special education, educators speak of the least restrictive educational 
environment for the handicapped. I am arguing for the least restrictive 
educational environment for older people. 
I shall use the term older people to refer to those over 65 
because 65 has been the age at which people have been expected to, and 
often have been forced to, retire from work and the mainstream of life. 
Terms like the aged, the elderly, and senior citizens now have negative 
connotations for some people. The organization of older people called 
the Gray Panthers,5 for example, regards terms like senior citizens as 
"patronizing attempts to avoid confronting the reality of old age. 116 
4 
The general name of the problem I am cor.cerned with is ageism. 
"Ageism is any attitude, action, or institutional structure which subor-
dinates a person or group because of age OR any assignment of roles in 
society on the basis of age. Ageism is usually practiced against older 
people, but it is also practiced against young people. Ageism can be 
individual, "ultural, or institutional AND it can be intentional or unin-
tentional. 117 The specific problem to be dealt with is the virtual exclu-
sion of older adults, especially those over 65, from mainstream formal 
education. School in our society is viewed as almost exclusively a 
learning place for children and youth. An older dictionary's first defi-
nition of school is: "An institution for teaching children. 118 A more 
recent dictionary, reflecting perhaps a somewhat broadening view, gives 
as the first definition of school: "A place, institution, or building 
where instruction is given, especially to children."9 Although school is 
seen as the place where children learn, learning itself is seen as a life-
long process. Many people support and promote lifelong learning, but they 
do not see most or even much of this learning as taking place in a formal 
educational setting. For example, a recent report on lifelong learning 
by a group of respected educators defines lifelong learning as "any 
purposeful learning that an individual ... engages in throughout the life 
10 
span." For these educators, lifelong learning is and should be mainly 
self-directed learning or learning in informal groups in churches and 
temples, senior citizens' centers, and similar nonschool organizations. 
If included within school and college programs, older adults, especially 
those over 65, are to be offered mostly informal, noncredential-giving 
education. Perhaps partly as a consequence, education for those over 65 
5 
tends to be of a passive nature, not requiring hard thought and homework--
a kind of high-class entertainment suitable for passing the time until 
death. Although the doors of formal, credential-giving education are not 
completely closed to those over 6511 who are highly motiva~~~, educators 
and people generally, including probably most older people themselves, do 
not see formal education as a right of older people; nor do they see 
formal education of older people as a major responsibility of schools and 
colleges. 
I maintain that a concept of formal education that excludes older 
people may have seemed justifiable in 1900 when Americans over 65 numbered 
3 million, or just 4 percent of the population, 12 but that so narrow a 
concept of education seems inadequate and unjust today when those over 65 
number over 24 million and constitute 11 percent of the population. 13 
"Every day, more than 1,000 people in the United States reach age 65. By 
the year 2000, according to most projections, there will be at least 30 
million .... And by 2025 ... they will number 45 million."14 Less conservative 
predictors maintain that our society will age even more rapidly so that by 
2025, there will be 72 million people over 65. 15 
Despite the rapidly growing numbers of older peJple in our 
society, educators and the public generally show relatively little concern 
about the education of older people--especially the formal education of 
older people. Such lack of concern can be observed at both the elementary-
secondary level and the college-university level. 
6 
The major purpose of elementary and secondary schools, many people 
would agree, is to give children and young people the basic skills and 
knowledge they need to become self-fulfilling, contributing members of 
society as workers and citizens and as parents and family members. 16 It 
is commonly recognized and deplored that many young people leave school 
without adequate skills and knowledge, but at least the responsibility of 
the schools to young people is generally accepted. 
If basic skills and knowledge are necessary for young people if 
they are to live fully in society, then should not a basic education be 
necessary also for older people? It cannot be argued that all or most 
older people have had their chance at formal education. Many immigrants 
have never attended schools in this country. Many people born in this 
country attended schools for too short a time to learn very much, or 
attended seriously inadequate schools. Whatever the reasons, 1.4 million 
Americans, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, are illiterate. They can-
not read or write at all. Within the last century, the illiteracy rate 
for the entire population of the United States has fallen from 20 percent 
to 1 percent, but the illiteracy rate of those over 65 remains extremely 
high. At the anrc.ial meeting of the National Council on the Aging held in 
Chicago in September, 1976, Dr. Arthur S. Flemming, chairman of the U.S. 
Civil Rights Commission, reported that 30 percent of Americans over the 
age of 65 are illiterate--about 7 million people. Yet only 3 percent, or 
about 700 thousand, are enrolled in adult education classes of any kind. 
Dr. Flemming pointed out that less than 1 percent of revenue-sharing funds 
are used for the education of those over 65. 17 
7 
To the number of total illiterates in our society one must add 
the rapidly growing numbers of the functionally illiterate. Many young 
people are leaving school without the basic skills and knowledge they need 
for successful daily living, including employment. It is estimated that 
about 23 million Americans over the age of 18 are functionally illiterate. 18 
How have schools served illiterate and poorly educated adults in 
the past? Public schools in big cities offered many classes for adults, 
especially immigrants, after World War I, but the adult classes virtually 
disappeared in the depression years of the 1930s. Education of adults was 
considered a luxury schools could not afford. In Chicago, for example, 
Helen Lynch, who took part in the Board of Education's adult program until 
it ended, said of the program, "I told the superintendent it wasn't right 
to stop it, but he said that education is for children first."19 
In 1979 in Chicago, 1,100 adults were reported as being in public 
schools of some kind. Since the total enrollment of the Chicago public 
schools was about 490,000, it is obvious that adults constituted an 
extremely minor part of the school population. In that year, 1979, some 
35,000 additional adults were enrolled in an institution called the 
Chicago Urban Skills Institute (CUSI), a part of the City Colleges of 
Chicago. Most of these adults were young people who failed to get a good 
basic education in elementary and secondary schools. According to Oscar 
E. Shabat, chancellor of the City Colleges of Chicago, "The future is 
CUSI. Below the college level. Adults. That's where the numbers are. 
The illiterates. Those who can't functionally read, say, up to the fifth 
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grade. Those must be a half-million people in Chicago. Latinos heavily, 
Appalachians, blacks--particularly blacks. That's where it is! 1120 
In New York City also, it is estimated that there are a half-
million adult illiterates. Because of the city's fiscal crisis, the Board 
of Education has sharply curtailed its continuing education programs, 
leaving literacy education largely to overburdened nongovernmental and 
21 
volunteer groups. 
Throughout the country today, public and private elementary and 
secondary schools, with few exceptions, assume no or very minor respon-
sibility for the education of adults. It is generally accepted that the 
major responsibility of schools is to children and young people. Yet the 
idea that schools should serve older as well as younger people is not 
without verbal support from the highest level. The national debate over 
the creation of a Department of Education included this comment by an 
administration official: "We want to look to the schools as family-
service centers, serving the elderly and adults as well as children. 1122 
Some may argue that the time is not right for advocating the 
inclusion of adults in school programs because there are too many school 
problems and not enough money or ideas for solving them. In one way, 
however, the time would seem to be precisely right because school enroll-
ments are decreasing23 and some schools are being closed for lack of 
children and young people. If there were sufficient support for adult 
classes, there would now be room for adults in many elementary and sec-
ondary schools. In fact, however, as in Chicago, the basic educational 
9 
needs of some adults are being met, inadequately and perhaps inappropri-
ately, at the college level. How are colleges accommodating themselves 
to the needs of older people, especially those over 65? 
"U.S. colleges are entering a time of retrenchment and fierce 
competition. The long-range problem is the declining birthrate of the 
1960s. The current problem is money .... The annual supply of potential 
freshmen won't drop in absolute numbers until 1983 .... 1124 The decreasing 
enrollments are leading to increasing opportunities for older students. 25 
It is estimated that "one-third of all college students are now older 
26 than the traditional 18- to 22-year-olds." It is considered noteworthy, 
however, when those over 65 or 70 pursue diplomas or degrees. Newspapers 
often print articles about the formal education of older people, thus 
providing evidence of the novelty and newsworthiness of such educational 
pursuit in our society. 27 For example, the Chicago Weekly Review reported 
that'Mrs. Mary McGowan, 79, received her G.E.D. 28 certification along with 
100 other adults .... She plans to enroll in a college program ... this 
fall. 1129 A New York Times article reported that Barry Gersh at the age of 
63 entered Harvard University as a freshman. Here is what he said of his 
choice of Harvard: 
I did not want a school that offered the educational equivalent of 
baby food--mashed, strained, predigested courses specially designed 
for "mature" students. And I was not interested in a new career, a 
continuing career, or an augmented career. I wanted to be taught, 
marked, judged by the same standards applicable to all new college 
students. I wanted to be bound by the same course requirements and 
discipline. I chose Harvard. It is nearest to my home in Martha's 
Vineyard. I bothered the admissions office until they agreed to let 
me in,30 
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What did Gersh expect to find at Harvard? Although he admitted 
that he encountered problems as a new student, he waxed eloquent about 
the rewards: 
But, oh, the rewards. Nothing ahead of me except the great intellects 
to listen to, great books to read, sharp minds to discuss with. So 
many things I knew vaguely or understood "generally" came into sharp 
focus. Light filters into great black holes of ignorance. Words, 
names, concepts take on describable bodies. All while engaged in the 
one enterprise that offers deep and abiding pleasure and has no age 
barrier.31 
No age barrier? The University of Utah was sued for denying ad.mis-
sion to 52-year-old Frances Purcie. She charged that openings in the 
graduate school were reserved for younger students. "A brief cited a 
ruling by a federal court that discrimination against older people to 
provide spaces for younger ones violated the Constitution. 11 32 
An Illinois surgical nurse, Geraldine G. Cannon, argued before 
the Supreme Court in January, 1979, that she should be permitted to sue 
Northwestern University and the University of Chicago medical schools for 
sex discrimination based on age. She maintained that her application was 
rejected because both universities discourage applicants over 30 and she 
was 39 when she applied. She argued that "discouraging older applicants 
is actually a form of discrimination against women because many women 
interrupt their education to marry and raise children before completing 
graduate or professional education."33 
Although reports conflict, some say that "while Allan Bakke's 
allegation was that he was a victim of 'reverse' discrimination based on 
race, it seems clear that he was more accurately a victim of age discrim-
ination. He was turned down by twelve medical schools not because he was 
11 
white but because he was ten years older than the average medical school 
freshman."34 Dr. Charles Lowrey, chairman of the admissions committee 
that rejected Bakke, was reported as saying that the first reason was age. 
"He was too old. Although we don't have an age limit, we do, because of 
the scarcity of physicians, like to get qualified applicants as young as 
possible to assure maximum duration of practice. We don't use age as a 
cutout but tend to look a lot harder at anyone past 28 or 30 ... 35 
Despite a tradition of discrimination based on age, colleges and 
universities are increasingly admitting older students because they are a 
source of revenue for deficit-ridden institutions. In some cases, they 
may even make it possible for institutions to survive. It is reported, 
for example, that Hofstra University in Hemstead, New York, had an 
operating deficit of two million dollars but was able to balance its 
budget in 1976 largely through income from the adult education prograrn.36 
At the University of Miami, Robert Allen, dean of the school of contin-
uing students, has been quoted as saying, "The returning adult students 
will be critical for the survival of a university like ours."37 The adult 
students referred to, however, are mainly between the ages of 25 and 34. 
Students within this 25-34 range made up 36 percent of all adult students 
in the United States in 1975--about 3.7 million people. Students over 55 
made up 9.5 percent of adult students, or about 1.2 million students.38 
Although in need of older students to fill emptying coffers and 
classrooms, colleges and universities are not known for their policy of 
nondiscrimination based on age. Like most employers in our society, 
institutions of higher learning have rules that require faculty members 
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to retire at age 65. When Maggie Kuhn, founder of the Gray Panthers, was 
in Hawaii in 1977 to teach a course on "Age and Advocacy," the university 
wanted to cancel the course when it was realized that Kuhn was over 65. 
She was quoted as saying, "I felt this was terribly unjust and protested 
on principle, They came around with an escape clause. 'Lecturers can be 
accepted on a temporary basis if no other person is qualified to teach 
the course.'" Kuhn added, "As a septuagenarian I'm eminently qualified."39 
Since mandatory retirement at 65 has now been outlawed, 40 it will 
be more difficult for most employers to discriminate against older 
employees. Tenured university professors, however, can still be forced 
to retire at 65, at least until 1982, and the growing number of young 
Ph.D.s who are unemployed or unhappily employed outside their fields of 
specialty suggests that those 65 and over will not have an easy time 
finding positions in colleges and universities even after 1982. 
Colleges and universities reflect our society's insensitivity to 
age in other ways. Course catalogs usually contain a notice of nondiscrim-
ination similar to the following from the course schedule of Loyola 
University of Chicago: 
Loyola University of Chicago admits students without regard to their 
race, color, sex or national or ethnic origin to all the rights, priv-
ileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or made available 
to students at the school. Loyola University does not discriminate 
on the basis of race, color, sex or national or ethnic origin in 
ad.ministration of its educational policies, ad.missions policies, 
scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other school-
ad.ministered programs.41 
It will be noted that there is no mention of nondiscrimination based on 
age. When Loyola president R.C. Baumhart was queried about the omission, 
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he refer:Ted the inquiry to staff attorney Abigail Byman, who replied in 
writing: 
The form of the Notice of Nondiscriminatory Policy which appears in 
Loyola University of Chicago publications is based on an Internal 
Revenue Service ruling. Age nondiscrimination is not included in the 
IRS requirements for the notice. In addition, the federal laws 
prohibiting age discrimination by recipients of federal funds, unlike 
those laws relating to other potential bases of discrimination, 
particularly race, are not absolute; certain age distinctions may be 
made and actions may be taken which are based on reasonable factors 
other than age but may affect certain age groups disproportionately. 
However, it should be emphasized that Loyola does at present, and in 
the future will continue to comply with all legal requirements 
regarding age nondiscrimination.42 
Although the Age Discrimination Act passed by Congress in 197543 
does recognize that there are situations in which age may be a valid 
reason for limiting benefits, these situations should be closely examined 
to make certain that any limitation is clearly justified. Here is an 
example of a limitation declared to be illegal: " ... it will not be legal 
to bar scientists above a certain age--say, 70--from qualifying for 
research grants in the field in which they are qualified."44 The declared 
illegality of this deni&: of benefits suggests that other academic benefits 
denied to older people in the past may be illegal--for example, admittance 
to various graduate programs and professional schools, scholarships, 
fellowships, and assistantships. It would appear wise and just for educa-
tional institutions to take every possible step toward eradication of 
ageism in their policies and programs, especially since their very survival 
may depend on the enrollment of older students. For example, the 1979-80 
edition of the Loyola University of Chicago course schedule refer:Ted to 
earlier includes in the Notice of Nondiscriminatory Policy a statement 
that is the result of legislation prohibiting discrimination against the 
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handicapped. The statement reads: "Qualified persons are not subject to 
discrimination on the basis of handicap."45 It would seem that the words 
"or age" could and should be added to this statement even if the law does 
not specifically require it. 
It is apparently commoner, however, for educational organizations 
to follow a tradition of discrimination based on age. For example, 
Article II of the constitution of the Philosophy of Education Society 
explains one of the society's purposes in these words: "to encourage 
promisbg you'1g students in the field of philosophy of education."46 By 
implication, old studerts are not to be encouraged. 
It would appear that we cannot count on educational philosophers47 
to lead the way to education without age limits. In a meeting of philoso-
phers of education, Gari Lesnoff-Caravaglia summed up the situation in 
these words: 
The domba"lt view of educatio:, by philosophers has been primarily that 
of determining how young persons should be prepared to meet the chal-
lenges of maturity and adulthood. As a result, the focus of atteYitioYJ 
has been upon young learners. Philosophies of education have been 
elaborated and studied from a limited perspective--as if learning 
were a task which concerned only the first third of life .... The 
practical orientation of American educational philosophy, in ge"leral, 
has obsolescence built into its structure .... That the emphasis in 
educational philosophy has been upon young persons is a further mani-
festation of our lack of concern and interest in persons as they 
advance beyond middle age .... Although there are occasional philosoph-
ical statements48 with respect to the idea that learning continues 
throughout life, this is not to mean that such education should 
include the kind of learning that goes on within classrooms. Lifelong 
learning can and does occur, but life-span education, in a more formal 
sense, does not occur, and it is just this kind of opportunity to 
learn that older people need.49 
It is just this problem that I am concerned with: the virtual 
exclusion of older people, especially those 65 and older, from the 
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benefits and credentials of formal education. As I have suggested 
earlier, the focus on the education of youth may have seemed justifiable 
when older people made up a very small part of our population but it does 
not seem justifiable today when older people are becoming our largest 
minority.50 As is or should be true in the case of any minority, their 
full humanity, their capabilities, their needs, and their potential con-
tributions should be recognized. "One of every nine Americans today is 
65 years of age or older. The ratio will gradually narrow until by the 
year 2025 ... nearly one of every four persons will be in that age group. 11 51 
We are facing what George L. Maddox, head of Duke University's Center for 
the Study of Aging and Human Development, calls "an emerging mismatch 
between our institutional arrangements in this country and that demo-
graphic fact--a mismatch we have not yet begun to come to terms with ... 52 
It can no longer be convincingly argued that older people are not 
able to benefit from challenging formal education. Much of past research 
on old age was based on the disabled and institutionalized aged, who make 
up about four percent of those over 65.53 The data have often supported 
the traditional view of older people as sickly, senile, and sexless. 
Today a growing body of research indicates that old age does not neces-
sarily bring about ill health or limit intellectual ability, sexual activ-
ity, and ability and need to work. "A long series of recent studies ... have 
demonstrated beyond any question that the most important factors of 
intelligence continue to increase well into the seventies, and, if certain 
simple conditions are met, throughout life."54 These conditions relate to 
mental stimulation, attitudes, and opportunities. Most older people, 
recent research suggests, would stay mentally and physically healthier if 
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they were not forced into retirement and if they could shake off the 
stereotype of old age as a time of passivity and uselessness. "The 
brain's aging is exquisitely sensitive to environmental variables. As 
with the studies on early brain development in infants, psychobiological 
studies on brain aging stress the importance of stimulation. Those who 
remain active, curious, and involved during their later years exhibit far 
fewer behavioral and intellectual abnormalities than those who are 
socially isolated and mentally inactive."5.5 
Like women and blacks before them, the growing minority of older 
people has been denied formal educational opportunities partly on the 
basis of mental incompetency. Women and blacks have been accepted into 
mainstream formal education. It is time for the old to join them. 
Informal learning and permission to sit in on "regular" classes are not 
enough. Growing numbers of older people do not want simply to audit life; 
they want to take it for credit . .56 Research indicates that they have the 
mental capacity. 
Another argur..ent sometimes used to justify the exclusion of older 
people from formal education is that the main purpose of education is 
vocational preparation and youth is the proper time to prepare for a 
vocation. The fact is that today all people are not being and cannot be 
prepared for jobs in their youth. Many jobs are too complicated, their 
nature is constantly changing, and their availability is uncertain. Large 
numbers of middle-aged adults are returning to school for vocational 
training or retraining . .5? Even those in their .50s, 60s, and ?Os are now 
seeking retraining or new vocational and professional skills. As Dr. James 
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E. Birren of the University of Southern California says, "The inoculation 
model of education--as a one-shot deal to prepare one to face life--is 
obviously no longer appropriate ... 58 What appears to be more appropriate 
today is a swinging door to education through which people can pass many 
times during their lives to renew and add to lalowledge and skills. 
Another reason given for excluding older people from formal educa-
tion is that the young and the old cannot learn well together in the same 
schools and classes. The growing numbers of older people in regular 
college classes are challenging the idea that students must be segregated 
by age in order to learn well. Age-integrated education would appear to 
serve the interests of both the young and the old. Older people need to 
lalow what younger people are thinking. Younger people can learn from 
older people. For example, younger people can only read about or see and 
hear at second hand via audiovisual media the history that older people 
have lived through. The remembrance of the past is needed in classrooms. 
People of all ages need to think and talk together, not only about the past 
but about the future. 
Now let me summarize what I have been discussing in the first part 
of this chapter. The problem I am concerned with is the virtual exclusion 
of those 65 and over from mainstream formal education in this country. As 
suggested in the statement of the problem, the solution is: Older people 
should be included in mainstream formal education. I have given some 
reasons for removing age limits from formal education. Following chapters 
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will present--clearly59 and convincingly, I hope--two broad and compelling 
reasons for including older people within mainstream formal education. 
These two reasons are: 
(1) The history of schooling in the United States supports uni-
versal, age-inclusive education. The trend in American schooling has been 
toward inclusiveness--toward including all groups: the poor as well as 
the nonpoor, females as well as males, blacks as well as nonblacks, the 
handicapped as well as the nonhandicapped, and younger as well as older 
age groups. I shall argue that many of the reasons given for excluding 
some of these groups from schooling in the past are the same reasons that 
are used today to justify the exclusion of older people from schooling. 
Since these reasons have been rejected in the case of the other groups, it 
follows, I maintain, that they should be rejected in the case of older 
people. 
(2) The democratic philosophy of the United States supports 
universal, age-inclusive education. I shall show that the main arguments 
used to justify formal education of the young apply equally well to the 
old. The key words in these arguments are: preparation, equal oppor~ 
tunity, justice, and human worth and dignity. 
After discussing these two broad reasons for including older 
people within the fold of mainstream formal education, I shall describe 
some of the trends toward age-inclusiveness in formal education in this 
country, and I shall attempt to predict some future consequences of an age-
inclusive philosophy of formal education. 
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To clarify my purpose, I should like now to comment on some 
possible objections to the focus and scope of my thesis. For example, 
some may ask why I concern myself primarily with those over 65 years of 
age. They may ask: Do not many people under 65 need and deserve expanded 
educational opportunities in our mainstream schools and colleges? 
Certainly I agree that people of all ages, perhaps almost from cradle to 
grave, should have the benefits of formal education. In the United 
States, however, formal education for children, youths, and younger adults 
is generally accepted and available. It is only when people are regarded 
as old that formal education for them seems inappropriate to the public 
generally, including older people, and is not considered a major respon-
sibility of mainstream educational institutions. Since "old" is a rela-
tive term, I have arbitrarily taken age 65 as the approximate beginning 
of old age. Until recently, 65 was the retirement age for most workers, 
the age when people were expected to retire from the mainstream of life, 
as I have mentioned earlier. By focussing on the group the most likely to 
deny themselves and to be denied formal education, I hope to make a case 
for truly lifelong formal education. 
It might also be asked why I am focussing on schooling, or formal 
education, when most learning is informal and takes place outside schools. 
I do not deny that most learning--valuable learning--takes place in 
offices and factories, in libraries and homes, in streets and stores, in 
churches and temples, and in informal groups and situations of many kinds. 
For children, television may be their most powerful teacher. Yet the kind 
of formal learning offered in schools and colleges and the credentials 
awarded in those institutions rate high in our society. They are often 
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the key to employment and respect--self-respect and the respect of others. 
To argue for acceptance of older people into formal mainstream education 
is to argue for their right to employment and respect. It is to argue for 
their acceptance into the mainstream of life. It is to argue for their 
right to be judged as individuals rather than as members of a stereotyped 
group. 
Another question that might be asked about my thesis relates to 
the needs of older people. Is formal education what those 65 and over 
need the most? What about decent housing, health care, protection, love? 
Of course I would agree that older people, like younger people, must have 
their basic needs satisfied--food, shelter, health care, love, respect. 
I would also agree that many older people lack the basics required for 
decent living. Yet for older people as well as for younger people, formal 
education and employment are of major importance if people are to have 
power to control their own lives and to improve society in general. A 
paid job provides the means to satisfy basic needs, including the need 
for. self-respect and the respect of others. Most older people need jobs 
as much as younger people do if they are to regard themselves as fully 
human. Formal education is often the passport to employment and self-
respect. 
Some people may ask whether it would not be more appropriate to 
stress liberal, nonvocational education for older adults. Although I 
favor defining education as liberal, nonutilitarian education and calling 
courses designed to prepare people for jobs and professions as training, 
in fact that distinction is not generally accepted in the United States. 
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Therefore, I am not arguing here that such a distinction should be made. 
My purpose here is to argue that the benefits offered in our schools, 
colleges, and universities should be available to older people as well as 
younger people. 
Another question that might be asked is: Are you arguing that 
older people should be given formal education and jobs at the expense of 
younger people, many of whom lack both formal education and jobs? I am 
not arguing for preferential treatment of older people. I do accept the 
need for "affirmative action1160 in the case of minority groups to compen-
sate to some degree for the injustices of the past. Since older people are 
a relatively new minority (because until fairly recently people did not 
live to be very old), perhaps there does not seem to be so great a need 
for affirmative action as in the case of other minorities. Yet older 
people have been discriminated against in education, employment, and 
other ways, and therefore I maintain that there is justification for 
applying affirmative-action policies to them as well as to other 
minorities. 
If it is argued that older people have already had their chance 
at formal education, I would point out that many people who came to the 
United States from other countries did not attend school in this country. 
Many other people attended school very briefly in their youth or attended 
inadequate schools. Today thousands of young people leave school without 
the minimal skills needed to succeed in the field of work and in life 
61 generally. They are the older adults of the future for whom the schools 
must continue to be responsible. Formal education should not be a one-
time lottery: you take your chance and win or lose. Instead, formal 
education should be an open door to learning, a swinging door through 
which a person can pass many times in life. 
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Some may ask whether it is fair to give formal education and jobs 
to older people when so many younger people lack education and jobs. I 
shall argue that education plus jobs for older people is a matter of 
justice. At the same time, I admit the obvious fact that our society has 
not found a way to provide work for all, and certainly not financially 
rewarding, personally satisfying work for al1. 62 There would seem to be 
two general solutions to the work problem: (a) Change our society so 
that jobs are available to all or (b) change our society so that work 
is not the main road to acceptance and respect. Our society might develop 
into one that stresses the arts pursued in leisure rather than productive 
labor pursued in the market place. It should be remembered that the word 
school originally meant "leisure" in Greek. It seems unlikely, however, 
that the arts will displace work in our society. The most that can be 
hoped and argued for, I think, is an increased acceptance of art as 
respectable work plus an increased number of all kinds of jobs, including 
artistic jobs, that are subsidized by taxpayers through the government. 
The current state of the American economy and the conservative government 
in power (1981) cast dark shadows on such hopes. 
Despite the present shortage of jobs, I maintain that older people 
must be given the same educational and vocational opportunities as younger 
people if older people are to be accepted as fully human. I shall argue 
that acceptance of older people into the mainstream of life is a logical 
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extension of the argument for full acceptance of other groups: women, 
blacks, European ethnics, Hispanics, and the handicapped. I should like 
to point out that younger taxpayers stand to gain economically from the 
education and employment of people over 65. Without such employment, 
future taxpayers will bear an increasing burden of retirement benefits. 
It might be asked: Who specifically is denying formal education 
to older people? Who are the enemies, so to speak, of schooling for those 
over 65? It is not easy to identify such enemies by individual names 
since few would want publicly to oppose education for older people. At 
elementary and secondary levels, however, one could consider most educa-
tional philosophers, school administrators, teachers, parents, and the 
public generally as enemies because they view and support schooling as 
primarily for children and young people. At college and university 
levels, the enemy might be defined as anyone--educator or layperson--who 
regards chronological age as sufficient or substantial reason for denial 
of some educational opportunity or benefit to an older adult. 
Another possible enemy, ironically, is the adult educator of 
today. Adult education is a broad field generally separated from main-
stream education of youth. It includes people working in many institu-
tions outside formal education. Adult educators sometimes defend this 
system of informal, voluntary education as being particularly suited to 
adults. 64 Their position, even their jobs, may seem threatened by a con-
tention that our main educational institutions should assume responsi-
bility for older people as well as younger people. In fact, I see no 
threat to the multifaceted informal education often regarded as the 
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province of adult educators. Everyone of every age can profit from a wide 
variety of informal educational opportunities. As I have explained, I 
focus on forIIB.l education because it is not generally accepted as appro-
priate for and necessary to older people, especially those over 65, and 
because it is the key to jobs and respect in our society. 
Elitists would also be the enemy of formal education for all 
those 65 and over. By elitist I mean anyone who regards schooling, at 
least at higher levels, as only for the intellectually superior, as 
determined by intelligence and achievement tests. I am arguing that 
schooling at all levels should be available to older people of all 
abilities, although they should be expected to meet requirements for 
diplomas and degrees. 
Of course those who oppose formal schooling of any kind for young 
people would also oppose formal schooling for older people. Ivan Illich, 
for example, advocates that schools be abolished. 65 He sees our main-
stream schools as primarily the educators of consumers--as repressive 
bureaucracies that enslave students to an economic ideology. Since it 
does not seem likely, however, that formal education will be abolished 
and since formal education seems likely to continue to be--or to be re-
garded as being--the road to jobs and respect, it would seem to be wise 
to continue to try to improve the schools and it would seem to be just to 
offer the benefits of schooling to people of all ages. 
One final enemy of formal education for older people must be 
mentioned: many older people themselves. Yes, older people themselves 
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are the enemy of formal education for themselves if they accept and live 
within the stereotype of old age as a time of passivity, incapacity, and 
inactivity. 
Other questions readers may have about my purpose will be 
answered, it is hoped, in the body of this essay. I shall begin with a 
description of the historical trend toward inclusive education in the 
United States. 
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some 23 million Americans over the age of 18 are function-
ally illiterate, with computation and communication skills below the 5th 
grade level. Of the 700,000 who drop out of school each year, 90 percent 
suffer from reading disability."--Galton,"Computer War Against Illiteracy," 
p. 27. 
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The opposite point of view, however, is commonly expressed. 
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personalities towards being self-directed human beings. Learning which is 
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adults. Assuming that adults are self-directed has implications for 
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the belief that education constitutes the great equalizer and the path 
to personal liberation. Schools, says Illich, simply must be eliminated." 
--Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis, Schooling in Capitalist America (New 
York: Basic Books, 1976), p. 256. 
CHAPTER II 
THE HISTORICAL TREND TOWARD INCLUSIVE 
EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES 
The study of history should ... develop recognition of the 
continuity of human experience. 
--Robert E. Potter1 
Knowledge of the past is the key to understanding the present. 
2 
--John Dewey 
In the same way that a static and stratified society is alien 
to the American tradition, the idea of a rigid, closed school system 
and curriculum is also alien to the American educational experience. 
--Gerald L. Gutek3 
In the course of their historical development, schools in the 
United States have become progressively more inclusive. Step by step, 
American educational institutions have opened their doors to the poor as 
well as the prosperous, to females as well as males, to racial and ethnic 
minorities as well as the white majority, and to the handicapped as well 
as the nonhandicapped. The trend in American education has been toward 
all-inclusive, universal education. 
It was explained in Chapter I, however, that formal education is 
generally viewed as primarily or solely for children and young people. 
Their attendance in school has been made compulsory as a way of helping 
insure that all children receive the education thought necessary for the 
public welfare in a democracy. Thus the term universal education usually 
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refers to the education of all children and youth. I am arguing that the 
term universal education should be expanded to include older people, 
including those over 65. I am not maintaining that adults should be 
compelled to attend school. Perhaps compulsory attendance is no longer a 
desirable or realistic goal for young people. 4 That is a thesis for 
another time. My argument here is that formal education at all levels 
should be made as available to adults, including older adults, as to 
children and young people. I am arguing that at least at the college 
level, and perhaps also at the secondary level, younger and older people 
should attend the same classes. I am arguing that all educational insti-
tutions, including elementary schools, should assume responsibility for 
the education of adults as well as children and youth. I am arguing that 
educators, public officials, and the public generally should begin to 
look at and support the concept of formal education as a lifelong 
experience. 
The specific argument of this chapter is that universal age-
inclusive education is in accord with the historical development of edu-
cation in the United States. The trend has been toward including within 
formal education any group the public was convinced needed and justly 
deserved such education: the poor, females, blacks, the handicapped. I 
am arguing that it is now time for formal education to fully embrace all 
adults, including a fairly new and rapidly growing group: people 65 and 
over. For those who view older people as a group very different from 
other groups excluded from schooling in the past, it will be shown that 
many of the reasons given to exclude other groups in the past are now used 
to exclude older people from schooling. Since the reasons were finally 
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rejected in the case of other groups, it might be expected, I shall argue, 
that the same reasons will be rejected in the case of older people. As 
background for a consideration of these reasons, a brief review of the 
history of American education is necessary. 
The history of education in the United States "begins with the 
efforts of the English colonials to recreate in the New World the school 
system they had known before."5 This Old-World system stressed Greek and 
Latin languages, classical learning, and religion. In New England, this 
classical-religious education was given in European-style Latin grammar 
schools and in universities. The students were almost exclusively well-
to-do males. At the elementary level, however, concern for religious 
conformity led the early Americans to found vernacular schools that 
provided literacy instruction (so that Protestants could read the Bible) 
and instruction in religious doctrine for poor children, both boys and 
girls. Thus in colonial New England, more than 200 years ago, there was 
the beginning of the trend toward inclusive education, at least at the 
elementary level. It would be in New England that the early ideal of 
inclusive education--the common school--would develop. 
Unlike the New England colonies, the Middle Atlantic colonies were 
made up of a multitude of religious and language groups and could not 
agree as to which religion should control the schools. Although universal 
elementary schooling failed to develop in these Middle colonies, well-to-
do males were able to find classical education or vocational training in 
private schools, Some church schools taught basic literacy to the poor, 
both males and females. On plantations in the South, education was mainly 
by tutors and for the well-to-do. Blacks were excluded from education, 
formal and informal, except in rare cases. 
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In the Revolutionary Period, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, 
and other founding fathers stressed the importance of education as prepara-
tion for citizenship. Since the responsibilities of citizenship were 
viewed as almost solely those of white males, it was proposed that formal 
education be primarily for them and, at higher levels, only for the most 
talented of them. As a self-educated person himself, Franklin was a 
strong advocate of informal learning and self-education, especially of a 
practical and scientific nature. He did suggest a plan for formal educa-
tion: he proposed an English grammar school with a broad curriculum to 
replace the European-style Latin grammar school. Although the English 
grammar school never developed fully, its proposal represented a trend 
away from exclusive, aristocratic education for the wealthy and toward 
inclusive, practical education for everyone. 
Jefferson's educational plan, presented to the Virginia legisla-
ture as a "Bill for the More General Diffusion of Knowledge," proposed 
three years of publicly financed education in Virginia for all white 
children, boys and girls. Parents could keep their children in school 
for an additional six years by paying tuition. Scholarships were to be 
provided for poor but talented students. Education was to be a sifting 
process, providing for the selection of the most able white males to be 
educated at the highest level for leadership roles in the United States. 
The trend toward inclusive education became strong and clear in 
the age of the common school, People like Horace Mann and Henry Barnard 
argued for, and succeeded in getting, legislation that established a 
system of compulsory, tax-supported elementary education for children. 
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By the time of the Civil War, publicly-supported common schools were 
established in most states of the union. The word common referred to a 
common meeting and learning place for all white children, rich and poor, 
male and female, talented and untalented. In common schools they were to 
come together to share a common heritage: the American democratic ideal. 
Still excluded from this ideal were black children, seriously handicapped 
children, and many age groups~ children considered too young or too old 
for elementary schooling and all adults. 
The trend toward inclusive education continued with the develop-
ment of the comprehensive high school out of the exclusive Latin grammar 
school. 'Ihe public high school was firmly established in the latter half 
of the 19th century. 'Ihus another group, teen-age youth, was brought into 
the fold of formal education. The development of the kindergarten extended 
school education downward to still another age group. 
In the 19th and 20th centuries, higher education also moved from 
exclusiveness to inclusiveness with the establishment of land-grant 
colleges and universities, junior colleges, community colleges, vocational 
curriculums, and federal asssistance programs to encourage the education 
of the poor and minority groups. The arrival of thousands of immigrants 
in the early 20th century led to adult classes in elementary schools where 
adults could study English and other subjects and could become 
"Americanized." 
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Black children and adults were excluded from most formal schooling 
until after the Civil War and the abolition of slavery, when segregated 
schools and colleges developed. The 19.54 decision of the United States 
Supreme Court in Brown vs. the Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas out-
lawed segregated schools. From that time until the present, the struggle 
has continued for integrated common schools for white and black children 
and youth. 
Formal education of the physically and mentally handicapped was 
given federal support as early as 1864, when the Gallaudet College for 
the deaf was founded, Wide-spread support for private and public educa-
tion of the handicapped, however, did not occur until the late 1950s, 
when laws were passed to encourage education of the handicapped, culmi-
nating in a 1975 law insuring "every handicapped child, regardless of 
handicapping condition, ... the right to a publicly supported, appropriate 
education, 116 Furthermore, the law specified that "handicapped children 
must be educated to the greatest extent possible with children who are not 
handicapped,"--that is, in the "least restrictive environment."? 
Thus from colonial days to the present, schooling in the United 
States of America has developed from largely exclusive institutions for 
white, well-to-do male youth to largely inclusive institutions for rich 
and poor; males and females; whites, blacks, and those of all ethnic 
groups; those of all mental abilities, including the mentally retarded; 
the physically and emotionally handicapped; and many chronological age 
groups from very young children to adults. It should be noted that com-
pulsory attendance laws have contributed to inclusive schooling; children 
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up to a certain age are required to attend school. 8 It should also be 
noted that the trend toward inclusive schooling has been a trend toward 
integrated schooling--education in common classrooms of students of both 
sexes, of all races and economic levels, and of all mental and physical 
abilities. It would seem logical to assume that the democratic trend 
toward integration and inclusiveness in schooling would continue and that 
schools would assume responsibility for the relatively new and growing 
minority of older people. 
To answer the argument that might be made that older people, 
people over 65, constitute a group very different from other groups 
progressively incorporated into formal schooling in the past, I shall now 
show that many of the reasons given for excluding groups from schooling 
in the past are the same reasons that are used, explicitly and implicitly, 
to exclude those over 65 today. Since these reasons were found unaccept-
able for excluding other groups, I shall argue that they are equally 
unacceptable for excluding those over 65 from formal education. 
(1) "They are mentally inferior." Perhaps the main argument used 
to justify exclusion of any group from formal education, especially rigor-
ous intellectual education at levels beyond basic literacy, is that the 
group is mentally inferior. Females, for example, have been considered 
mentally inferior from early times. In ancient Greece, "girl children 
from the moment of their birth were regarded and treated as inferior to 
boys."9 An Anglican writer of the 17th century described females as 
"intrinsically inferior in excellence, imbecile by sex and nature, weak 
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in body, inconstant in mind, and infirm in character." Only in "spiritual 
capacity" did he find women "equal to their lords."10 
The view of women as mentally inferior was carried to the New 
World, wher~ "though female education was not disregarded among the 
colonies since the women had of necessity to be prepared for the search 
for grace, it was restricted. When education was available, girls as well 
as boys were taught to read, write, and do basic arithmetic, but the edu-
cation of girls ended at a much lower level than that of boys. The 
decision to limit female education was reinforced by the widespread belief 
that female capacities were limited. 1111 Even the most liberal founding 
fathers viewed females as mental inferiors. Physician Benjamin Rush 
wrote a treatise on female education in which "he urged women to concen-
trate on learning useful things .... He saw no need for higher learning .... 
Even Thomas Jefferson held that girls were unfit in brains and character 
for serious study."12 Throughout the colonies there was "the generally 
accepted belief that the capacities of a girl could never equal those of 
her brothers. A girl was not expected to go beyond reading, writing, and 
arithmetic. There was no sense in bothering her head with Greek and 
Latin, for she would never be able to undertake the advanced liberal 
education for which these were the foundation, 1113 
Like females, older people have been traditionally regarded "as 
definitively inferior beings. 1114 Both females and older people have been 
stereotyped as passive mental inferiors whose place is at home out of the 
mainstream of school, office, and factory. Women are breaking out of the 
stereotype of mental inferiority and are increasingly joining the main-
stream in all areas of life. Older people too, now that their numbers 
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are growing so precipitously, are beginning to claim their right to main-
stream schooling and jobs. Today some still doubt the mental capacity 
and educability of females, 15 but many--including the old--appear to 
doubt the learning capacity and other capacities of older people, espe-
cially those over 65. 16 Intentionally or unintentionally, they ignore the 
evidence "that the average person does not need to expect a 'typical 
deterioration' in his_{c)r he,!lmental abilities as he~ sh!i} ages. The 
expectation is that, given good health and freedom from cerebral vascular 
disease and senile dementia, individuals can expect competence to remain 
at a high level beyond the age of 80 . .,i? This conclusion is based on 
studies made by Dr. James E. Birren, executive director of the Andrus 
Gerontology Center at the University of California at Los Angeles. 
Like the female, the black person has been stereotyped in history 
as mentally inferior and incapable of academic learning, especially at 
higher levels. "It was generally granted by the 18th century that he was 
human, but in a damaged and much inferior sort of way. 1118 Slavery in this 
country was justified in part by the Nnatural inferiority" of black 
people. The great liberal Thomas Jefferson, although troubled by slavery, 
still advanced "as a suspicion only, that the blacks, whether originally 
a distinct race or made distinct by time and circumstances, are inferior 
to the whites in the endowments of both body and mind."19 As for the 
benefits of educating a black person, a Southern gentleman asked, "Would 
you do a benefit to the horse or the ox by giving him a cultivated under-
standing, a fin'e feeling? 1120 The gentleman was apparently suggesting 
that an educated black, assuming the black capable of education, would be 
unfitted for his or her job as a field worker. A similar contention has 
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been made about women, who, it was said, would be made unfitted by educa-
tion for kitchen work and child rearing. As potential Bible readers and 
mothers of men, white females were at least permitted basic literacy and 
often some artistic education. In Southern slave states, it was a crime 
to teach blacks to read and write. It has been estimated that half a 
million "little black heathen" were prevented by law from even reading the 
Christian Bible. 21 The traditional picture of the dull-witted black is 
not very different from the traditional picture of the dull-witted old 
man or old woman of any color. 
women, 
Even assuming what I maintain has been proved false--that blacks, 
and old people are mental inferiors22--there still would be no 
justification for excluding them from education since Americans have 
generally accepted that high academic ability is not necessary in order to 
benefit from formal mainstream education. The mentally handicapped have 
won their place in mainstream education. Old people of all abilities can 
also claim their place in the mainstream. 
(2) "They do not need formal education." Another reason for 
excluding groups of people from schooling has already been hinted at: the 
inappropriateness of education to one's station or role in life. It has 
been said about the poor, females, blacks, the mentally and physically 
handicapped, the very young, and the very old: they do not need formal 
education; it is inappropriate to their time of life or role in life. 
A 17th-century writer said of the education of girls, "Let them 
learne plaine workes of all kinds .... Instead of Song and Musicke, let 
them learne Cookerie and Laundrie, 1123 This writer would even deny women 
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small artistic achievements. They needed only to learn how to care for a 
house, a husband, and children. To save their souls, they needed to learn 
to read a little, at least in Protestant America where Bible reading was 
considered necessary. Formal education beyond the basics, however, was 
considered inappropriate to the female role in life. 
Education was also considered inappropriate and unnecessary for 
black slaves. As the Southerner quoted earlier asked, what need would 
field workers have for education? It was even considered dangerous to 
give blacks--and women--too much education. The fear of rebellion of 
slaves was understandably great. Perhaps the fear of rebelling females was 
equally great although not as fully recognized. Who would cultivate the 
fields and do the cooking and washing and care for the children if blacks 
and women were educated beyond their appropriate stations? 
Education was once considered unnecessary and inappropriate for 
the mentally and physically handicapped also, who, it was thought, could 
never join the mainstream of life. Some have considered formal education 
inappropriate too for very young children since early childhood, they 
maintain, is a time for play, not education. Likewise, those over 65 
have often been considered beyond the need of formal education; old age, 
at least for the well-to-do, has also been considered a time for play. 
Perhaps many would agree that the old should continue learning informally 
through reading, watching television, and taking part in groups at 
churches, temples, and senior citizens' centers. Since older people have 
a very limited future, some might ask, why should they engage in formal 
education demanding rigor and leading to diplomas or degrees or jobs? 
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In fact, one out of four persons aged 65 today can expect to live 
into his or her 80s. I maintain that even an 80- or 90-year-old must have 
the opportunity to plan for a future goal. Few would deny a terminally 
ill young person the right and encouragement to finish work, or even 
start work, for a diploma or degree. Why should one deny a 90-year-old 
the same right and encouragement? 
(J) "They should have a separate, specialized education." The 
right of minority groups to education has often been granted by justifying 
and offering to them a special kind of education in separate schools or 
departments or classrooms away from the educational mainstream. In 
colonial America, the children of the poor sometimes attended church-
sponsored charity schools to learn to read, write, and figure a little 
while the sons of the well-to-do had tutors and attended classical schools 
and universities. Colonial girls sometimes attended "dame schools" and 
female seminaries to get an education considered suitable for females. 
Later, women's colleges developed in an attempt to give women higher edu-
cation equal to that offered men. Although women's colleges still exist, 
of course, and are strongly defended by some as a way of giving women 
truly equal opportunity, the trend has clearly been toward coeducation of 
boys and girls, women and men. Women's colleges today reflect the trend 
since they often have close links with nearby coeducational or men's 
colleges. 
After the Civil War, blacks were educated in largely segregated 
schools until 1954, when the Supreme Court outlawed separate schooling. 
Since that time, in theory at least, blacks and white have been educated 
together although, in fact, segregated schools have continued in part 
because of residential segregation. 
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Separate schools and classes for the handicapped were justified 
for many years as necessary to give such students an appropriate educa-
tion. While recognizing the need of some students for separate education, 
recent legislation has now firmly established the right of every handi-
capped student to be placed in the least restrictive environment. In 
other words, if at all possible, he or she is to be taught in a regular, 
mainstream classroom along with nonhandicapped students. 
People over 65, if offered any formal education, have often been 
offered special, separate programs and places for "seniors." I recognize 
the need of some older people (as well as some women and racial minorities) 
for separate learning groups in which they can gain the self-confidence 
and basic skills denied them by past treatment. I maintain, however, that 
the trend should be in the direction of mainstream schooling for older 
people in integrated groups. The argument that all or most women, blacks, 
and the handicapped should have special, separate schooling has been 
demolished in the course of history. It can be expected that the argument 
that all or even most people over 65 need special, separate education will 
also be seen as false. 
(4) "They are unpleasant, even frightening, to look at and be 
with." This arguffient for excluding groups from mainstream education may 
not often be openly expressed, but it certainly exists in the case of the 
severely handicapped, both physically and mentally. Perhaps since so 
many people have been maimed in wars, we have felt guilty about excluding 
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them from mainstream life, and thus today there appears to be an increas-
ing acceptance of wheelchairs, for example, in restaurants and classrooms. 
Extremely disfiguring handicaps are still not easily accepted, perhaps 
reminding people too much of the cruelty humankind is capable of or the 
heavy hand of luck in life. 
Older people are often grouped with the handicapped. Governmental 
regulations and departments refer to the "elderly and handicapped" as 
though the two groups were interchangeable. For example, what is 
reportedly the nation's largest office on aging is officially named the 
Chicago Mayor's Office for Senior Citizens and Handicapped. Some older 
people do belong to the group of the handicapped, but not all or even most 
older people are properly described as handicapped, except in the sense 
that women, blacks, and other minority groups are handicapped in society 
by attitudes and treatment. Grouping older people and handicapped people 
together is an injustice to both groups, reinforcing the stereotype that 
older people are handicapped and suggesting that the handicapped of all 
chronological ages fit the stereotype of old age. 
Like the handicapped with whom they are often grouped, older 
people are also objected to sometimes because of their appearance and 
habits. Perhaps younger people are uneasy about being reminded that they 
are aging and will be old people some day. In a society that values 
youthful appearance so highly, it is perhaps frightening to look at bent 
backs, arthritic hands, and wrinkled faces. On the other hand, many older 
people today do not fit even physically the stereotype of ugly old age. 
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In any case, older people as well as handicapped people of any age cannot 
justly be denied the right to mainstream education and life on the basis 
of physical appearance. 
To summarize, I have shown that some of the primary reasons used 
to exclude groups from mainstream education in the past apply equally well 
to older people. These reasons are: (1) They are mentally inferior. 
(2) They do not need education. (3) They need special, separate educa-
tion. (4) They are unpleasant to look at and be with. Since other 
groups once objected to for these reasons have now been granted access to 
mainstream education, I maintain that older people too should be granted 
mainstream educational opportunities. Educational theorists should think, 
talk, and write about education without age limits; educational practi-
tioners should do education without age limits. 
Despite the acceptance of other groups into formal education, some 
may protest, older people cannot be included in the same way because the 
philosophical assumptions behind formal education in this country apply 
solely or primarily to children and youth. In the next chapter, I shall 
show that these philosophical assumptions apply to older people as well as 
to children and youth. 
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CHAPTER III 
AN ANALYSIS OF PHILOSOPHICAL ASSUMPI'IONS 
BEHIND FORMAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES 
... the educative process is a continuous process of growth .... 
This conception contrasts sharply with other ideas .... The first 
contrast is with the idea that education is a process of preparation 
or getting ready. 
1 
--John Dewey 
... two of the American ideals which go back to colonial days ... 
are the concepts of individual worth and universal educational 
opportunity. 
2 
--Robert E. Potter 
~~ entire system of primary, secondary, and higher edu-
cation, with all its shortcomings, has contributed to continuing 
unrest about human equality and justice. 
--John I. Goodlad3 
In accord with the democratic ideals of the United States, all 
public schools and many other schools have become increasingly inclusive 
institutions in the course of history. This trend toward including all 
groups of people within the fold of formal education was described in the 
preceding chapter. It was pointed out that formal educational opportuni-
ties were at first accorded only to well-to-do males but that step by 
step over the years they were extended to other groups: the poor, females, 
blacks and those of other ethnic backgrounds, the handicapped, the very 
young, and young and middle-aged adults. Schooling for all--universal 
education--has been the boast and to a considerable degree the reality in 
our society. The term universal education, it is true, has usually 
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referred to compulsory elementary and secondary education of youth. I am 
arguing that at all levels schools should be as accessible to older people 
as to children and youth. Stated simply in logical form, my argument is 
as follows: 
In a democratic society like the United States, the benefits 
of schooling should be offered to all groups of human beings. 
Older people are a group of human beings. 
Therefore, the benefits of schooling should be offered to 
older people. 
Stated negatively, the argument is: 
In a democratic society like the United States, the benefits 
of schooling should not be denied to any group of human beings. 
Older people are a group of human beings. 
Therefore, the benefits of schooling should not be denied to 
older people. 
Some may immediately object to my first premise in both syllogisms. It is 
unacceptable, they may say, because the benefits of schooling are not, and 
should not be, offered to all groups of human beings of all chronological 
ages but only to groups of young human beings. These critics may accuse 
me of committing the fallacy of division in my argument--that is, of 
attempting "to argue from the premise that something is true of some 
whole ..• considered collectively to the conclusion that the same is true 
4 
of the parts of that whole." I assume that such an accusation is 
weakened if it can be shown that the parts ur"~er consideration are similar 
and thus that any statement about the whole would likely apply to all the 
parts. Specifically, I tried to show in the preceding chapter that the 
relatively new group of older people is excluded from formal education, 
especially at elementary and secondary levels, for the same reasons other 
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groups were once excluded from formal schooling. The other groups, it 
will be recalled, include the poor, females, blacks and other ethnic 
groups, and the handicapped. All of these groups have now been taken into 
the fold of public formal education at all levels and much of nonpublic 
formal education. I argued that logically it could be expected that the 
group of older people, including those over 65, would also be taken into 
the fold of formal education at all levels. If it is asked why this 
group of older people was not included in formal education in the past, 
the answer is that this group did not exist in large numbers until fairly 
recently. If it is asked why this group of older people is not included 
at all levels of formal education at present, the answer is that schools 
change slowly and thus find themselves today out of synchronization in 
many ways with the educational needs of an aging population. 
Many critics may object to the comparison of other groups (the 
poor, females, blacks, the handicapped) to the growing group of older 
people on the basis that education, almost by definition and certainly by 
common practice, refers only or mainly to children and youth. I do not 
deny that education in the past and present has commonly meant education 
of the you.~g, but the philosophical assumptions behind formal education of 
the young, I shall argue in this chapter, point to the need today for a new 
view of formal education as lifelong. The first philosophical assumption 
to be considered is this= School education is preparation for life. 
Education as Preparation for Life 
According to a dictionary definition, education is "preparing 
oneself or others intellectually for mature life."5 I should like to look 
at that definition closely since education as preparation for life is so 
widely accepted. 
"Preparing" means "making ready." For what? For "mature life." 
The djctionary definition seems to imply that maturity is a goal one 
reaches at the end of schooling, perhaps at age 16 or 18 or 22. Thus, 
school education is viewed as a means to an end. When the end, mature 
life, is arrived at, education, it would appear, is over. People commonly 
refer to school education in this way: "My education is over. I'm 
working now." Or: "I finished my education long ago. I'm married now." 
Or: "I'm glad I'm through with my education. I'm anxious to start 
living." The implication is that the speaker is beyond formal education 
because he or she is in, or about to enter, "mature life" for which educa-
tion has presumably been the preparation. The use of the word "commence-
ment" for the educational ceremony of granting diplomas or conferring 
degrees also suggests that schooling is commonly regarded as preparation 
for the commencement of mature life. 
The word "mature," however, is used in another way in everyday 
language. One might say of a seven-year-old, "She has a mature sense of 
humor." Or one might say of a seventy-year-old, "He does not have a 
mature sense of humor." The seventy-year-old might also be said to have 
"a mature understanding of economics" while the seven-year-old does not 
have "a mature understanding of economics." '!he word "mature" in this 
sense is not necessarily tied to a chronological age but rather to a stage 
of development. "Mature" means "well developed." There may be the 
suggestion that maturity in people, unlike ripeness in fruit, is never 
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completely attained. Furthermore, "maturity" may suggest--not a single 
stage or state--but multiple states. At a given time, a person may be 
described as mature in some ways and immature in others. This concept of 
multiple maturities is in contrast to the linear view of maturity as a 
particular state or time of life when one is full of education and ripe 
for living. 
If maturity is viewed as relative and continuing, then perhaps 
"maturing" is a more descriptive word. A person can be said to be con-
tinuously maturing, or developing, from birth to death, incorporating at 
any given moment multiple kinds and degrees of maturity, or multiple 
maturities. Immaturity can be viewed--not as a void to be filled up with 
education--but, in the words of John Dewey, as "a positive force or 
ability--the power to grow."6 
This view of immaturity as the continuing ability to grow together 
with the view of maturity as multiple and relative states within a contin-
uously maturing person appears to be in conflict with the dictionary def-
inition of education as intellectual preparation for mature life. This 
definition suggests that "mature life" is a specific stage in life for 
which education prepares one. By implication, immaturity is the time 
before mature life, when one has a lack that education can fill to make 
one ready for mature life. 
It might be argued that the dictionary definition does not neces-
sarily imply that education is total preparation for mature life but per-
haps only ~ minimal preparation. It might also be argued that mature 
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life, as referred to in the definition, need not necessarily be viewed as 
an absolute state one arrives at all at once at the end of education but 
rather as a general time of life when one gets a job, assumes civic 
responsibilities, and leads an independent life with some minimal degree 
of success. The current concern in education about the attainment of 
basic competencies by students reflects this view of education as at 
least minimal preparation for ordinary life activities. 
The view of education as preparation for successful living is 
reflected also in the advice parents, educators, and people generally 
often give young people: "Stay in school. It will pay off." Yet there 
is evidence that formal education does not always pay off. An on-going 
study of vocational programs in this country by the National Institute of 
Education, ordered by the United States Congress in 1976, is reported as 
finding no "compelling evidence supporting the labor-market benefits of 
high-school vocational education. 117 The growing numbers of unemployed 
black youth and underemployed Ph.D.s add to the evidence that formal educa-
tion does not always assure jobs or job success. Common sense and 
research studies8 suggest many other factors that influence one's success 
in life: heredity, sex, race, education and social and economic position 
of parents, economic conditions in the nation, and just plain luck. 
Despite the complex of factors influencing jobs and life success, many 
Americans, perhaps most, keep their faith in formal education as 
preparation for jobs and successful living. 
The concept of education as preparation for life has often been 
referred to by American educators of the past and present. For example, 
in 1918, curriculum expert Franklin Bobbitt maintained that: 
Human life, however varied, consists in the performance of specific 
activities. F.d.ucation that prepares for life is one that prepares 
definitely and adequately for these specific activities.9 
More recently, in an article published in November, 1979, Geneva Gay, 
associate professor of education at Purdue University, maintained: 
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Practical preparation fer life is as much a concern of curriculum 
designers in 1979 as it was for Bobbitt in 1918. It is the capstone 
of instructional programs deriving from performance-based education 
and minimum competency testing.10 
This common view of education as preparation for life may be 
considered in conflict with the view of lifelong education if one includes 
formal education within the fold of lifelong education. Preparation is 
for a future, presumably a rather long future. Therefore education as 
life preparation would appear to be primarily for children and young 
people. They have a future; old people do not. 
Or do they? Do 65-year-olds have a future in this world? Cer-
tainly they do today. Increasing numbers of them will live in good 
health for at least another 20 years. Many of them may need educational 
preparation for new jobs. Those many thousands who lack functional 
literacy will surely need education as preparation for future living as 
citizens a.nd workers. It seems clear to me that the concept of education 
as preparation for future life can apply to older people as well as to 
children and younger people. The only strong argument for denying pre-
paratory formal education to older people would seem to be that their 
future is shorter than that of youth. They will have a shorter time in 
which to contribute to life and to enjoy life. It would appear equally 
unjust, however, to deny formal education to a young person with only a 
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few years to live because of an incurable disease and to an old person 
with only a few years to live because of age. (The concept of justice and 
human dignity in education as well as the concept of equal opportunity 
will be discussed in following pages.) 
Although it is possible to consider the concept of education as 
preparation for life as applicable to older people as well as younger 
people, some argue that the concept of education as preparation for life, 
although widely supported, is faulty. They argue that regarding educa-
tion as preparation wrongly separates it from life; children being 
"prepared" are removed from life. Jonathan Kozol, a frequent critic of 
American education, has pointed out that "reaching 6 ... brings a sort of 
moratorium on life--a preparation for it rather than a portion of it." 
"The problem is," he has written, "school is divorced from the real world. 
We now spend almost one-third of our lives in preparation .... We make 
h • ldr h • t • • II 11 c i en umans in raining. About the other end of life it might be 
said that reaching 65 also brings a sort of moratorium. We make older 
people humans beyond training. 
Philosopher-educator John Dewey is perhaps the most famous Ameri-
can critic of education as preparation for life. In Democracy and 
Education he wrote: 
What is to be prepared for is, of course, the responsibilities and 
privileges of adult life. Children are not regarded as social 
members in full and regular standing. They are looked upon as 
candidates; they are placed on the waiting list. The conception is 
only carried a little farther when the life of adults is considered 
as not having meaning on its own account, but as a preparatory 
probation for "another life. 1112 
Instead of education as preparation, Dewey viewed education as growth 
leading to more growth: a process, not an end. He defined education as 
"a continuous process of growth, having as its aim at every stage an 
added capacity of growth."13 Although he saw education as much broader 
than schooling, he did view--and discuss--schooling as a part of the 
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education of young people. Since there were not great numbers of people 
over 65 when he wrote Democracy and Education, first copyrighted in 1916, 
perhaps he did not feel the need to deal with the subject of schooling 
for older people. In a later book--Problems of Men, copyrighted in 1946 
and republished as Philosophy of Education, he wrote: 
I may say that our present system is highly defective in opportunities 
for directed continuation of education. It is no disparagement of 
present efforts in "adult education" to say that the continued 
education of those who have left school should long ago have been 
made a paramount interest of public education.14 
Although it is not clear that "public education" means "public schooling," 
it is clear that Dewey's concept of education as continuous growth rather 
than as preparation for future life applies to people of all chronological 
ages. 
Many other educators have objected to the view of education as 
practical preparation for life, particularly for work, for a different 
reason: they see education as an end in itself rather than as a means to 
some utilitarian end such as employment. Jacques Maritain, for example, 
has spoken eloquently for "liberal education for all."15 He does accept 
as a secondary aim of education "preparation for life in society and good 
citizenship,"16 but he views much of modern schooling as fragmented and 
aimless, confusing means and ends. He regards the primary aim of educa-
tion as "helping minds to become articulate, free, and autonomous."17 He 
has written: 
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Education directed toward wisdom, centered on the humanities, aiming 
to develop in people the capacity to think correctly and to enjoy 
truth and beauty, is education for freedom, or liberal education. 
Whatever his particular vocation may be and whatever special training 
his vocation may require, every human being is entitled to receive 
such a properly human and humanistic education,18 
Presumably "every human being" could include anyone 65 or over. 
My purpose in these chapters is not to argue for a nonutilitarian 
view of education (although it seems to me the proper view). My argument 
is rather that both the common view of education as preparation for life 
and the vie~ of education as growth or as an end in itself justify the 
formal education of older people. Older people need preparatory training--
for high school or college, for jobs, for citizenship, for family living, 
for leisure time. Older people need to keep growing intellectually. 
However one views education--as a means or as an end, it should be made 
fully and equally available to older people as well as to younger people. 
It should be remembered that in the United States, formal educa-
tion of youth with compulsory school attendance developed at a time of 
large-scale industrialization, urbanization, and immigration. It was a 
time when there were many young people and few old people, certainly very 
few in their 60s, ?Os, and 80s as compared to today. Formal education of 
youth with compulsory school attendance, it was said, was necessary for 
the welfare of the state--to "serve as a security against crime, misery, 
loss of property, and disregard for law and order."19 Today, when faith 
in the social benefits of education is not so great and when the numbers 
of old people are increasing rapidly as the numbers of young people 
decrease in the United States, it would seem possible for formal education 
to become universal in the sense 0£ being £ully open to older as well as 
younger people. Compulsion is surely not appropriate £or older people 
(and not even £or younger people, according to some social critics20), but 
mainstream £ormal education without compulsion, it is my contention, is 
appropriate £or older people, including those over 65. It is not only 
appropriate but necessary according to a second major philosophical 
assumption underlying education in the United States: Everyone should 
have an equal opportunity to be educated. It is this equal-opportunity 
assumption that I wish to consider next. 
Eg_ual Opportunity to Education 
As expressed by historian R. Freeman Butts and Lawrence A. Cremin: 
The ideal 0£ equal opportunity £or education open to all has led to 
the development 0£ a single and common public system 0£ education, 
extending downward to the earliest age levels and upward to include 
secondary and higher education. This ideal 0£ a single-track system 
0£ public education, open £ree to everyone to climb as £ar as his 
talents will take him, has been in sharp contrast to the dual systems 
0£ Europe in which elementary education has traditionally been 
designed £or the lower classes and secondary and higher education has 
been limited to the upper classes. Again the common needs of good 
citizenship have led to compulsory attendance requirements on the 
grounds that the general welfare of society and of the individual 
himself cannot be left to the whims of the illiterate and the 
uneducated. Free schooling is not distinctively American, but the 
ideal of equal opportunity £rom the lowest to the highest levels 0£ 
education has nowhere else been stated or so e££ectivel 
achieved. Underlining added. 
What is meant by "equal opportunity"? Herbert J. Gans de£ines it 
as "the right 0£ every person to get ahead without hindrance by reason of 
race, sex, age, and parental social position. 1122 Applying that definition 
to education, one might say that equal opportunity is the right 0£ every 
person to get educated without hindrance by reason 0£ race, sex, age, and 
parental social position. Is it proper to substitute "to get educated" 
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for "to get ahead"? Are they the same, or closely linked--or even loosely 
linked? As I pointed out earlier in this chapter, throughout American 
history many people have thought that education and getting ahead are 
closely linked. "If there's a single message passed down from each 
generation of American parents to their children, it is a two-word line: 
Better yourself. And if there's a temple of self-betterment in each town, 
it is the local school. We have worshipped there for some time."23 
Horace Mann, one of the founders of free and universal education 
for youth in the United States, clearly viewed education as a way for 
everyone to get ahead. He wrote in 1848, "Education, then, beyond all 
other devices of human origin, is the great equalizer of the conditions of 
men--the balance wheel of the social machinery .... It does better than to 
disarm the poor of their hostility toward the rich; it prevents being 
poor, 1124 It would seem clear that Mann saw education not only as the way 
to get ahead but as the way to achieve economic success equal to that of 
every educated person, at least in the sense that the educated would join 
the ranks of the nonpoor if not the rich. 
Yet today the connection between schooling and economic success 
has been questioned, as indicated earlier in this chapter. According to 
a study by Mary Corcoran and Christopher Jencks, it is "to a large extent 
the status of the family /fha~ determines the education of the child, 
which in turn determines his status."25 Nonetheless, "it is still true," 
according to the study, " ... that the best indicator of economic success--
among men at least--is how much education a man has had. 1126 Since this 
study was limited to men, it does not say anything about the economic 
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success of educated women. Furthermore, like most studies of the 
connection between schooling and economic success, it is based on an 
assumption that all or most schooling is preparation of youth for mature 
life and the study does not relate specifically to the education or 
economic life of those over 65. If it is accepted that older people need 
equal opportunity to jobs, job training, and economic success, then formal 
preparatory education offered to younger people should also be offered to 
older people. Schooling then would not be primarily for youth but would 
be readily and equally available to people of all chronological ages in 
terms of their interests and needs. 
Despite the need of many older people for economic gain and the 
education that might make it possible, the right of older people to con-
tinuing employment and education is just beginning to be recognized. The 
Age Discrimination Act27 was passed by the United States Congress in 1975 
to allow older people "access to economic opportunity."28 As was 
indicated in Chapter I, at least at higher levels of education because of 
declining youth enrollments, older students are being actively recruited. 
Yet most educational institutions still omit "age" from their printed 
statements about equal educational opportunity, as a look at advertisements 
placed by colleges and universities in a newspaper reveals. Here are 
two examples: 
Elmhurst College ... admits qualified students without regard to sex, 
race, religion, handicap, or national or ethnic origin,29 
The University of Chicago, in admissions and access to programs, con-
siders students on the basis of individual merit and without regard to 
race, color, religion, sex, national or ethnic origin, handicap, or 
other factors irrelevant to fruitful participation in the programs of 
the University.30 
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It will be noted that specific mention of age is absent from both these' 
statements, as it is from Loyola University's statement discussed in 
Chapter I.31 Perhaps some will see in the statement of the University of 
Chicago an implication that age is one of the "factors irrelevant to 
fruitful participation in the programs of the University," but since age 
is not listed along with important factors like race and sex, one might 
assume that age is not a very important factor. 
In contrast to the statements of Elmhurst College and the Univer-
sity of Chicago is the following statement of Saint Xavier College in 
Chicago: 
Saint Xavier College admits qualified students without regard to 
religion~ race, sex, color, handicap, age and national or ethnic 
origin.3;::: 
It will be noted that "age" is included among the factors not to be 
considered in admitting qualified students. 
Community colleges in particular are likely to include "age" in 
their nondiscriminatory statements since they actively recruit older 
students. For example, Triton College in River Grove, Illinois, prints 
the following statement in its class schedules: 
It is the policy of Triton College not to discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, creed, national origin, handicap, age, sex, or marital 
status in admission to and participation in its educational programs, 
employment policies, or College activities.33 
Colleges like Saint Xavier and Triton point the way to recognized and 
advertised equal educational opportunity for everyone of every chronolog-
ical age. 
The word "equal," to be sure, is not easy to define as it relates 
to educational opportunity. Does it mean, for example, "affirmative 
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action"--giving advantage to groups greatly discriminated against in the 
past? Students like Allan Bakke have gone to court to challenge 
affirmative-action college admission policies.34 As was pointed out in 
Chapter I,35 it has been maintained that Bakke was denied entrance to 
medical school because of age rather than race. Other students are going 
to court to challenge directly admission policies that discriminate on 
the basis of age. It was pointed out in Chapter I, for example, that 
52-year-old Frances Purcie sued the University of Utah for denying her 
admission to graduate school, charging that openings in the school were 
reserved for younger stude~ts.36 
Thus equal opportunity to education is increasingly being demanded 
by and for older people. However difficult it may be to define "equal" 
and however impossible it may be to make educational opportunities 
genuinely equal, the country's historic commitment to equal educational 
opportunity would seem to require at least that the doors of formal educa-
tion at all levels be fully open to members of all groups in our society, 
including the growing group of those over 65. Furthermore, it would seem 
that any affirmative-action policies applied to other minority groups 
should also be applied to older people. Thus, where two candidates are 
judged about equally qualified for an educational program, the person over 
65 would be chosen in the absence of a clearly justifiable reason for 
choosing a younger person for the program. (See Chapter IV, p. 88.) 
The federal government has formally recognized the right of older 
people to education in the Lifelong Learning Act of 1976, the first 
federal statute dealing specifically with the education of older people. 
This enactment of Part B of Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1976 
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called the Lifelong Learning Act "has two components: (1) a study of how 
existing federal programs can help produce a coordinated lifelong learning 
effort and (2) demonstration grants to test lifelong learning delivery 
systems."37 Lack of appropriations has rendered the act ineffective, but 
monies contributed by several educational agencies have made possible a 
short report, Lifelong Learning and Public Policy, recommending that 
"future federal policy should have as a priority the availability of 
learning opportunities for all citizens. Public policy should also empha-
size meeting learning needs as well as certification needs, through 
supporting learning opportunities in a range of formal and nonformal 
settings (universities, community colleges, public schools, workplaces, 
community centers, public libraries, museums, public broadcasting) that 
are attractive to and appropriate for all adults, particularly those with 
special learning needs ... 38 Those with special learning needs, according 
to the report, are workers, urban youths, women, and older adults. 
The federal role in lifelong learning under Title I, Part B, 
seems likely to be meager under the current (1981) administration. In the 
words of Washington reporter David G. Savage, President Reagan "is trying 
to alter drastically the role of the federal government. Education is at 
the center of the fight."39 The Reagan administration proposes to cut 
federal aid to education by 25 percent or more and to abolish the Educa-
40 tion Department. It hardly seems likely that lifelong education, which 
remained unfunded under the Democratic administration of former President 
Carter, will be funded under a Republican administration committed to 
substantial cuts in federal educational aid. For possible future imple-
mentation, the Lifelong Learning Act of 1976 does offer at least a 
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statement of federal support for the idea that "American society should 
have as a goal the availability of appropriate opportunities for lifelong 
learning for all its citizens without regard to restrictions of previous 
education or training, sex, age, handicapping condition, social or ethnic 
background, or economic circumstance .ffeblic Law 94-4@. 1141 
Some may argue that older people have already had their equal 
opportunity to education in their youth. As was pointed out in Chapter I, 
many older people in this country had no formal education at all, or very 
little. The number of total illiterates (especially among the old) and 
functional illiterates (among younger and older adults) 1n the United 
States testifies to lack of adequate educational opportunity in the past. 42 
This statement is based on the assumption--a correct one, I tend to 
believe--that most people can become literate if given adequate schooling. 
It is based also on the recognition that schooling in the United States 
has been far from adequate for many people, especially those belonging to 
economically disadvantaged groups. "The greatest goal of education," 
according to the concluding statement in a history of American education, 
"is still to make equal educational opportunity a reality for the 
disadvantaged youth of both urban and rural areas. 1143 
There is a legal precedent for providing educational opportunities 
for adults who were denied public education as children. In the case of 
Lebanks vs. Spears, "the court addressed the issue of whether persons 
harmed by a previous denial of their right to education had a right to 
compensatory education. The Lebanks court ordered that education and 
training opportunities be made available to mentally retarded persons 
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'over twenty-one (21) years of age who were not provided educational 
services when children. 11144 Although this decision applies to mentally-
retarded adults denied education as children, it does suggest that a 
successful legal case might be made for providing education and training 
for any adults, including those over 65, who had no education--or very 
little or very inadequate education--as children and who can be shown to 
have been harmed by their lack of an equal opportunity to education. 
Many people would argue, however, that "education" in "equal 
opportunity to education" means only preparatory education for future life 
and that older people have no need for such preparatory education. I 
attempted to answer that argument in the preceding section on education 
as preparation for life, I argued that many older people need preparation 
for work and other life activities as much as do younger people. If it 
is maintained that education is nonutilitarian--an end in itself--or that 
it is continuing growth, then there would seem to be no justification for 
excluding older people from all levels of formal education, unless one 
denies the worth of older people or their ability to grow intellectually. 
To conclude this section, I wish to remind readers that equal 
educational opportunity is firmly built into the structure of formal 
education in the United States. Recent legislation requiring main-
streaming of the handicapped45 is evidence of the active concern for 
equality of opportunity in education. The only large group still not 
accorded equal educational opportunity at lower and higher levels of edu-
cation is the growing group of older people. In formal education, "racism 
is in retreat; sexism is everywhere on the defensive. But 'ageism' is 
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still growing. 1146 Or at least it is still very much alive. It would 
seem a matter of justice to extend equal opportunity to all mainstream 
formal education to older people. That statement introduces another 
philosophical assumption underlying American education: Everyone should 
be treated justly and as a person of dignity and worth. 
Justice and Human Dignity 
What does it mean to say that equal opportunity to education is a 
matter of justice? According to a dictionary, "In ordinary usage justice 
implies ... the rendering of what is due. 1147 Thus one might say that equal 
educational opportunity is due--or owed to--a person. Due from, or owed 
by, whom or what? Society through its institutions--schools in the case 
of education. In the words of John Rawls, justice is "the first virtue 
of social institutions. 1148 
Since Rawls through his book A Theory of Justice has stimulated 
much recent thinking about and discussion of the concept of justice, I 
wish to consider what he says about justice that might relate to the edu-
cation of older people. Rawls develops a theory of justice in which "all 
social values--liberty and opportunity, income and wealth, and the bases 
of self-respect--are to be distributed equally unless an unequal distri-
bution of any, or all, of these values is to everyone's advantage. 
Injustice, then, is simply inequalities that are not to the benefit of 
all ... 49 For Rawls, 
.Lilthou~ equality of opportunity means an equal chance to leave the 
less fortunate behind in the personal quest for influence and social 
position ... resources for education are not to be allotted solely or 
necessarily mainly according to their return as estimated in 
productive trained abilities, but also according to their worth in 
enriching the personal and social life of citizens, including here 
the less favored. As a society progresses the latter consideration 
becomes increasingly more important.50 
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How might these ideas be used to justify equal educational oppor-
tunity for older people? The social value of formal education, Rawls 
would seem to be saying, is to be distributed equally to all, including 
those over 65, unless an unequal distribution--with little or no formal 
education for older people, for example--is to the advantage of everyone, 
including older people. The denial of equal educational opportunity to 
older people is justified only if the public generally benefits from such 
denial. Can one argue that denying some 24 million Americans over 65 an 
equal opportunity to be literate and liberally educated or to be educated 
for citizenship or to be trained for jobs is to the benefit of all 
Americans of all ages? Most people would agree, it seems to me, that it 
is not beneficial to society at large for such a large and growing group 
of people (those over 65) to be denied, or discouraged from seeking, edu-
cation at all levels and of all kinds. With regard to vocational educa-
tion, some may point out that it is unfair to younger people to ask them 
to support older people capable of employment and desiring the training 
or retraining that would make employment likely. Furthermore, they may 
argue, we need the productive contributions of older Americans. Even if 
one discounts the potential productive contributions of older Americans, 
Rawls reminds us that we must include among the benefits to society the 
"enriching .@J the personal and social life of citizens." "As a society 
progresses," he affirms, "the latter consideration becomes increasingly 
more important ... 51 
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Since it may seem that I have chosen among the different theories 
of justice the only one--that is, the theory of Rawls--that can be used to 
justify equal educational opportunity for older people, I should like to 
examine now another theory of justice, that of F. A. van Hayek as expressed 
in The Constitution of Liberty.52 "Justice," he maintains, "does require 
that those conditions of people's lives that are determined by government 
be provided equally for all. .,53 To the extent that government assures 
education to all, it would seem that older people should have equal access 
to the benefits of formal education. Von Hayek points out that "equality 
of those conditions must lead to inequality of results.".54 Inequality of 
results has been generally accepted in the United States despite Horace 
Mann's seeming conviction, shared perhaps by others, that somehow educa-
tion would make it possible for everyone to get ahead more or less 
equally.55 "The American version of equal opportunity, to the despair of 
generations of reformers and critics, has always involved acceptance of a 
large inequality of results among individuals (in income, status, and the 
like). The dispute over ways to promote equal opportunity for minorities 
has not, by and large, basically challenged that prevailing outlook. 
Minorities see themselves, and are seen by others, as seeking their share 
of what the system offers, not as rejecting or overhauling the system. 
This widespread acceptance of unequal results is linked, in turn, to 
popular beliefs in social mobility, in the chance of individuals to 
progress in line with their ability and effort.".56 
What seems to be the difference between the theory of Von Hayek 
and that of Rawls as presented in preceding paragraphs? Von Hayek would 
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clearly accept as just any degree of inequality resulting from more or 
less equal opportunity to education. Rawls, on the other hand, would not 
accept as just any inequalities that were detrimental to society as a 
whole or that did not help in some measure the most disadvantaged. Thus 
American efforts to provide minimum competencies for all, compensatory 
education, head-start education, and preferential treatment of minorities 
could be justified from a Von Hayek point of view only as efforts to 
provide equal opportunity to education for all; such efforts could be 
justified from a Rawls point of view as efforts to help the most disad-
vantaged and to prevent such inequalities of results that might be 
considered detrimental to society as a whole. 
In any case, I am not arguing that older people should be 
guaranteed equality of educational results but rather that older people 
as well as younger people should be given an equal opportunity to education 
of all kinds, at all levels, and, like the handicapped, in the least 
restrictive environment--that is, in mainstream institutions and groups 
rather than in separate, segregated institutions and groups. Both the 
Rawls theory of justice and the Von Hayek theory would seem to justify 
extension of equal educational opportunity to older people. In fact, no 
theory of justice, it seems to me, can deny equal educational opportunity 
to older people except a theory that incorporates a view of older people 
as of less value than younger people because of their likely shorter 
future. Those who espouse such a theory either openly or implicitly would 
seem to base their argument on instrumental value. I suggest that it is 
very difficult if not impossible to measure the instrumental value of a 
person of any age over any period of time. Is the contribution to society 
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that a person might make between the ages of 65 and 75 always, or even 
likely to be, less valuable than the contribution of a person between the 
ages of 20 and 30, or 30 and 40, or 40 and 50? If value is to be 
measured by contribution to the gross national product, again I ask: Is 
it easy or even possible to determine whether a younger person makes a 
greater contribution than an older person, even someone well beyond the 
age of 65? If it is the number of years ahead of a person that determines 
her or his potential contribution to society, is it wise to give education 
and job training to young people ill with some incurable disease that 
seems certain to cause early death? 
Even if one accepts the argument that on the whole older people 
have less instrumental value than younger people, are people to be valued, 
like things, by their utility? Are people to be valued as means to ends? 
I maintain that people are valuable in themselves--as ends, not as means. 
According to philosopher Immanuel Kant, "we value other people because 
they are other. The proper, sane, and rational way to view them ... is as 
ends in themselves, not as means to any ends of ours, however exalted."57 
Kant preferred to restrict the use of the word "value" to refer to things 
since "value" suggests usefulness as a means to an end. Kant saw people--
all people of all chronological ages--as having, not usefulness, but 
something very different: dignity.58 
Many other philosophers as well as many religious and political 
leaders have proclaimed the dignity of all human beings of every chronolog-
ical age. The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
adopted in 1948, and ensuing covenants on human rights, adopted in 1966, 
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recognize the dignity and basic rights of all people, i~cluding the right 
to education "directed to the full development of the human personality 
and the sense of its dignity."59 In the United States, it has been pro-
claimed that "the essential nature of all men is the same and ... no man 
has a greater (or lesser) degree of humanity than any other. And this 
much being granted, it follows that despite any differences in strength 
or wealth or intellectual acumen, all men have the same human dignity and 
all possess the same inalienable rights."60 This statement presumably 
refers to all women as well as men and to people of all chronological 
ages. The meaning seems clear: all people have e~ual dignity and the 
~1 
same basic rights. -
If it is argued that in education one must distinguish between 
instrumental education and intrinsic education and that, without denying 
an older person's dignity, one can deny him or her instrumental educa-
tion, such as job training, I would repeat what I have pointed out 
earlier: in our society a job, or at least an opportunity for employment, 
seems essential to the dignity of an adult of any chronological age. I 
would point out further that in our educational system, it is very 
difficult to separate education that prepares for jobs from education 
that does not prepare for jobs. As I have suggested earlier, Americans 
tend to view all education as mainly preparation for work. 
To summarize and conclude this chapter, let me quote again the 
words of historian Robert E. Potter: "Two of the American ideals which 
go back to colonial days and which have become increasingly important 
are the concepts of individual worth and universal educational opportunity. 
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Any educational policy that ignores these ideals is inconsistent with the 
over-all development of American education and American life in 
general. 1162 How might or should educational policy and practice be 
changed to make formal education in the United States more consistent with 
democratic ideals so far as older people are concerned? The next chapter 
will suggest some answers. 
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CHAPTER IV 
AGE-INCLUSIVE FORMAL EDUCATION 
PREDIGI'IONS AND TRENDS 
Old age can be a splendid time, as long as one still lives in 
the world of the mind. Oh, it's grand if you can jog when you're 90, 
but it's more important to be able to think. 
--Carobeth Laird1 
The community college is an especially good place for mixing 
the generations. It provides an opportunity for the retired army 
officer who never studied Plato to sit next to the 17-year-old girl 
who never heard of Plato. It is one of the very good ways for people 
of all ages to relate to each other. 
2 
--Margaret Mead 
Zelda Stanke, a 70-year-old student at the University of 
Wisconsin at Whitewater, thinks it is good to have the elderly on 
campus, and she knows that her mother approves. Her mother is a 
student at the same school. 
--Gene I. Maeroff3 
The purpose of this chapter is to sketch what formal education 
might be like in an age-inclusive system and to suggest current trends in 
education that appear to support my vision. What might education be like 
if older people joined the mainstream in substantial numbers and at all 
levels? Although I have taken the group of people over 65 years of age 
as my special concern, my vision would include adults of all chronological 
ages. 
In an age-inclusive system, philosophers, educators, and people 
generally would cease viewing formal education as preparation of youth and 
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would view education instead as a lifelong process, with individual 
persons expected and encouraged to make many entrances into and exits 
from schooling during their lifetimes. The traditional view of human 
development would change. This traditional view is symbolized by a curve 
beginning at birth, sloping up through childhood to a peak at maturity, 
and then sloping down through old age to death. The new view of human 
development would be symbolized by an incline, starting at birth and going 
upward through childhood and adulthood to a peak near death or even at 
death. 4 This view of over-all development need not be in conflict with 
the view of multiple maturities suggested in Chapter III, p. 59, A person 
may be seen as developing intellectually, emotionally, and socially in a 
general fashion during the course of his or her lifetime and yet at any 
given moment may be seen as incorporating several kinds and degrees of 
maturity or immaturity. 
In the new system of age-free education, there would be no sepa-
ration between adult education and regular mainstream education. Informal 
classes, lectures, and discussions would be open to everyone in churches, 
temples, libraries, museums, and similar community places. Some special 
institutions, such as senior citizens' centers and nursery schools for the 
very young, would continue to exist for those who clearly need separate 
learning places. Similarly, special classes and schools for the handi-
capped would continue to exist for those students who have a clear need 
for segregated learning. In general, however, I envision a future system 
of education that would follow current requirements regarding the handi-
capped to educate everyone in the least restrictive environment--that is, 
in the same educational institutions and classes unless there are clearly 
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justifiable reasons for separate, segregated education. Thus older and 
younger people would be mainstreamed into the same educational 
institutions and, at the secondary and college levels at least, into the 
same classes. 
In my vision of the educational future, all higher-education 
programs at undergraduate and graduate levels would be open to older as 
well as younger people, although age--like sex or color or handicap--
might influence a decision to admit a student to a particular program, or 
to exclude the student from a program. For example, a 25-year-old person 
might still be chosen over a 75-year-old for medical training since the 
older person might be judged to have insUfficient time to benefit from the 
training and to benefit society. A 75-year-old might be chosen over a 
25-year-old for the study of gerontology or history or literature because 
of the greater depth of understanding the older person might have and the 
greater contribution he or she might be able to make to society. No 
student would be admitted to or excluded from any program, however, on the 
basis of age alone. Students would be judged as individuals rather than 
as members of any group although affirmative-action policies would continue 
as long as needed to bring about general equality. Special preparatory 
or remedial classes would be offered to students on the basis of their 
needs. Many of the students in these special classes would be members of 
groups stereotyped and discriminated against in the past in ways that 
reduced their self-confidence and denied them a good basic education. One 
of these groups would probably be those over 65. 
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At the secondary level, regular daytime high-school classes 
would be open on a credit basis to adults, partly in recognition of the 
right of older people to equal educational opportunity and partly in 
order to maintain classes that would not be able to be filled solely by 
young people because of the declining youth population and an educational 
policy that would encourage youth to acquire out-of-school experiences. 
Evening high-school classes would be attended not only by older people 
but also by many young students who left school to go to work or to travel 
or to take part in community activities. Classes of mixed ages would be 
usual during the day and in the evening. 
At the elementary level, many schools would become community 
centers, with children and a large number of adults coming to school 
at the same time in the morning to get a basic elementary education. 
other adults would come in the afternoon or in the evening after work. 
Although seven-year-olds and seventy-year-olds would probably not learn 
to read and write in the same classes, children and at least some adults 
would come together, or work alongside one another, at several times 
during the schooltime, The community school would be more like a public 
library, with people of all ages using the resources in a cooperative and 
self-disciplined fashion. The discipline problems of the present "age 
ghetto" schooling might disappear, or at least diminish greatly. 
Faced with teaching people of many different ages, teachers would 
develop new attitudes and new methods. The patronizing, condescending 
attitude of some traditional teachers toward children would disappear. 
Even at elementary levels, teaching and learning would be more like 
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teaching and learning in a good graduate-level class of today. All 
learners would be treated with respect, assignments would be individu• 
alized, discussion would be accorded as much time as teacher talk, and 
great expectations and consequent results would be the order of the day. 
In my vision of the future, a federally-financed "Educare"5 
program would assure each American perhaps sixteen years of formal edu-
cation, to be acquired at various times throughout her or his lifetime. 
As older people moved into the mainstream of education and life 
generally, they would increasingly see themselves as fully participating, 
responsible members of society. Until severe disability or death 
occurred, they would continue to work and to learn; to go to the various 
institutions of learning to acquire diplomas, degrees, and vocational 
training; to take part in informal learning activities of many kinds; to 
assume civic responsibilities; to enjoy sports and cultural activities--
in brief, to live fully. They would not seek benefits based solely on 
chronological age. They would demand and expect the same benefits, 
opportunities, and responsibilities offered younger people. Any special 
help would be based on need arising from poverty, illness, accident, or 
severe handicap. Since older people have been discriminated against in 
many ways in the past, there would be a need for "affirmative action" to 
try to compensate to some degree for previous injustices. 6 
My view of future education is clearly based in large measure on 
imaginative thinking.? In some measure, however, it is based on current 
trends in educational thinking and practice, For example, today there 
appears to be new interest in the idea of education as lifelong rather 
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than as youth preparatory. The choice of my thesis is illustrative of 
this trend. Another example is the recent addition to the College Board, 
a nonprofit educational association, of an office of Adult Learning 
Service "to provide new programs, training, and publications to support 
the transition of adults to and from education; to assist colleges in 
strengthening their capabilities in lifelong education; to develop the 
skills of professionals who serve adults; and assemble and disseminate 
information about adult learning. 118 The need of professional people for 
lifespan learning to keep up with new knowledge in their fields has been 
discussed by adult educator Cyril Houle9 and others. Further evidence 
of the concern about continuing education is the addition of a Lifelong 
Learning Division to a major educational publishing company, Scott, 
Foresman. 10 The growing interest in lifelong learning is reflected also 
in recommendations of the United States Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, and other 
policy-influencing organizations that education be restructured "so that 
it is a continuous process, experienced during all stages of the life 
cycle. According to this mod.el, the traditional division of the life 
cycle into a period of preparation and a period of participation is 
artificial and no longer suited to the pace of contemporary life."11 
As the result of the restructuring of education, it is predicted 
in reports by these organizations that "young people will not be pressured 
into moving through their educational experiences in a 'lockstep' fashion, 
forced to make important educational and occupational decisions when they 
might prefer a period of work or other experience instead. Those who 
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cannot afford education at an early age might benefit particularly, since 
it will be acceptable and relatively easy to return to education after 
several years in the work force or to continue studies on a part-time 
ba . .,12 Sl.S. Also as a result of such restructuring of education, all 
students will "experience more of their education in age-heterogeneous 
settings. The isolation of adolescents and young adults in age-homo-
geneous schools will diminish, and so might the influence of the peer 
group and the strength of adolescent subcultures. 1113 
In this restructured educational system, adult education would 
not be separated from youth education but would be "but one part of the 
whole theory and practice of education. That part can be differentiated 
from the others--infant, child, adolescent, and immediate-postadolescent 
education--by all the distinctions which have been used to separate 
andragogy14 from pedagogy, but learning and teaching seem ..• to be 
essentially the same processes however young or old the learners may be."15 
Theodore H. Hesburgh, Paul A. Miller, and Clifton R. Wharton, Jr., 
point out in Patterns of Lifelong Learning that "until the 1940s, higher 
education in the United States was largely for a young elite; from 1945 
to 1970, the pattern began to shift toward mass higher learning, although 
one which was still primarily youth-oriented. In the future, there will 
be strong moves to universal access to higher education for all adults. 1116 
The same authors recommend that "each university .•• continuously renew its 
commitments as well as identify the resources necessary to meet its 
responsibility in lifelong learning ..•. Colleges and universities should 
see to it that students of all ages are able to earn credits toward a 
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degree in a variety of ways, including regular courses taught in the 
daytime or evening by regular or adjunct university faculty, exa.mina-
tions taken at various times, successful completion of telecourses, 
computer-assisted instruction, or independent study programs, corre-
spondence, or other educational programs which an accredited college or 
university certifies as appropriate for application toward a degree. 1117 
At least at higher educational levels, the trend toward lifelong 
education is not just a prediction or recommendation but a fact. The 
11 d . "dl . 18 co ege crow is rapi y graying. Spurred by declining youth enroll-
ments and an aging population, many colleges and universities are offering 
older students a wide variety of enticing educational opportunities: 
credit and noncredit courses given both on the main campus and in local 
communities; four-year college programs that offer credit for life expe-
rience; courses offered on weekends and during summers; television 
courses; and exterLal-degree part-time programs. 
Here are some specific examples of innovative programs that 
encourage lifelong learning. The University Without Walls, headquartered 
in Yellow Springs, Ohio, "is composed of 31 colleges and universities 
across the United States. Each UWW program of study leading to a 
bachelor's degree is individually designed by the student with faculty 
assistance. 19 A project called "Pioneers" at New England College has 
taken "persons 55 and older out of separate and not always equal educa-
tional programs ..• placing them smack in the middle of the collegiate 
experience .... The project ... has 52 senior citizens and 1,200 /j-oungei} 
students sharing not only lecture halls but dining halls, dormitories, 
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and the usual panoply of extracurricular activities .... According to James 
Verschueren, director of the Pioneers program, the idea behind the project 
was to 'show that society does a bad thing by separating people by age 
and genera ti on. ' "20 
Many institutions now offer weekend college programs for those who 
are unable to attend classes during the week. An example is the Weekend 
College of Loyola University of Chicago, where students can take credit 
21 
courses on Saturdays and Sundays. Instead of bringing students to the 
campus, other colleges establish credit as well as noncredit classes in 
local communities. The meeting places are usually schools, libraries, 
churches, temples, community centers, and similar places, but one inno-
vative program called "Learn & Shop" offers college-credit classes in 
department stores in shopping malls. According to a newspaper report, 
"Faced with an 8.5 per cent enrollment drop in the fall of 1978, Indiana-
Purdue University officials ,[Set ui] college-credit courses in department 
store employee training rooms at four suburban shopping malls .... It 
worked--so well, in fact, that 41 other states and several Canadian 
provinces want to do it, too .... Learn & Shop's trial run attracted more 
than 500 students, 78 per cent of them women ..•. Virginia Miller, ... a 
54-year-old grandmother, fcommentey, 'I think the proximity was the thing 
22 that got me there.'" 
Despite these and other programs that encourage lifelong educa-
tion, it must be recognized that the trend is mainly one at the higher-
education level and one for fairly well-off, well-educated people. "It is 
painfully evident that post-secondary adult education, like the rest of 
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the college and university enterprise, has done far more for those on top 
than for those on the bottom. Test runs show that the lowest groups, the 
truly disadvantaged, have been thinly represented among credit students, 
whether daytime, evening, summer, television, correspondence, or examin-
ation-only; and the noncredit picture is about the same .... Adult students 
are clearly a privileged segment of society."23 
If a person is over 65 and poor or even middle-class with little 
financial reserve, he or she will find it difficult, if not impossible, to 
secure the financial assistance given younger students to pursue college 
and professional education. "Under present laws," explains Lloyd H. 
Davis, executive director of the National University Extension Association, 
"the federal student-aid programs provide almost no assistance to older 
college-goers, particularly those who have low incomes and have to attend 
school part-time ..•. The adults who do receive assistance may do so usually 
for only four years, even though their part-time status often prevents 
them from finishing their education that quickly. Students who attend 
school less than half-time are cut off from government assistance 
altogether. Those inequities ... must be eliminated, particularly consider-
ing the growing numbers of adults who are filling the nation's colleges 
d . . t' ,,24 an universi ies. 
Despite inequities in their treatment of older people, insti-
tutions of higher learning are clearly moving in the direction of age-free 
education. No such clear trend, however, is observable in secondary and 
elementary schools. "The schools ..• are one of the society's largest 
investments in real estate and facilities, and yet many buildings are 
used only a few hours each day, seldom year-round, and almost never on 
weekends. School ... facilities could be developed into community edu-
cation centers with the entire community and persons of every age 
encouraged to use them. 1125 
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One can find encouragement and examples of such community use of 
schools. "The Florida and Utah legislatures have passed measures 
encouraging community use of school facilities. In Flint, Michigan, the 
Mott Foundation has helped to make the school one of the focal points of 
community activity. 1126 Some elementary and secondary schools throughout 
the country offer evening classes for adults, sometimes in cooperation 
with community colleges. Occasionally a school opens its regular daytime 
classes to adults. An example is the Oak Park-River Forest High School 
in Oak Park, Illinois. Another example is found in Harbor Springs, 
Michigan, where a senior citizens' center is located in the high school 
with "no barriers separating old from young" and with "total integration 
of the mature into the daytime school program. 1127 Words supportive of the 
multi-age community-school idea have come from the federal government, as 
pointed out in Chapter I, where an administration official under former 
President Carter was quoted as saying, "We want to look to the schools as 
family-service centers, serving the elderly and adults as well as 
children. 1128 It is probably true, of course, that under the present more 
conservative administration of President Reagan (1981), intent upon 
cutting educational and other costs, such words of encouragement may not 
be forthcoming. 
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Instead of the expansion of elementary and secondary schools into 
community centers, however, what actually appears to be happening in this 
country is the incorporation of the canmunity-school idea in the 
community college. Community colleges--Triton College in River Grove, 
Illinois, for example--offer a wide variety of educational and cultural 
programs and activities for people of all ages, including older adults. 29 
Such community colleges may even serve as literacy centers, offering 
instruction to the functionally illiterate and foreign-born. They may 
arrange for classes in local communities away from the main campus. They 
may provide bus service to the main campus. 
In summary, let me repeat that there is a clear trend toward 
expanding educational opportunities at the college level to well-off, well-
educated adults. These expanding educational opportunities are justi-
fiable historically and philosophically. That is my thesis, and one of 
its purposes is to encourage further expansion of such opportunities and 
the elimination of inequities based on age. As for older people who are 
poor and ill educated, they seem likely to stay that way despite my 
thesis--unless some great changes take place in our national priorities. 
Since under the present (1981) conservative administration and 
policies in this country, it seems unlikely that there will be any great 
changes in priorities that would result in financial support of expanded 
educational opportunities for less-well-off older people at the present 
time, is there nothing that can be done to encourage and prepare for a 
possible restructuring of education in the future? Although my purpose 
is not to detail specific measures for eliminating age discrimination in 
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formal education but rather to show that the elimination of such discrim-
ination is justified historically and philosophically, still I cannot 
resist suggesting some obvious steps that might be taken immediately at 
the higher-education level. For exrunple, more colleges and universities 
might add "age" to their nondiscriminatory statements, thus publicizing 
their intent not to discriminate on the basis of chronological age. 
Where they exist, age-discriminatory features could be eliminated from 
college and university employment policies, student admittance policies, 
scholarship and fellowship opportunities, and student activities. Adult 
education could be brought into the mainstream of the curriculum. The 
department of education could become a department of lifelong education. 
Colleges and universities could aim to turn out teachers, administrators, 
philosophers, makers of public policy, and citizens who would understand 
the need for lifelong education and who would support, promote, and do it. 
It has been said that "the creation of a system of lifelong learning is 
at least as much a problem of philosophy and direction as it is of 
financing. 1130 
At the elementary and secondary levels, teachers and adminis-
trators might try harder to help young students understand that formal 
and informal education is a lifelong endeavor and that education is 
never "over with." More schools, both public and private, might be able 
to attract parents and other adults to school during the day and in the 
evening to learn the basic skills and subjects children are supposed to be 
learning as well as other skills and subjects. For the reasons cited 
earlier, many adults--particularly many older adults--need a basic edu-
cation as much as children do. 
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Finally, educators at all levels and in all kinds of institutions 
might discourage the false view that most older people are mentally and 
physically incapacitated "senior citizens" who need special treatment, 
special segregated learning centers, special segregated living communities, 
and lives generally outside the mainstream--away from employment, respon-
sibilities, and the personal satisfactions of accomplishment. It will be 
difficult, however, to change the stereotype of old age. Many older 
people themselves seem to have accepted the stereotype and have withdrawn 
from mainstream life, perhaps permitting their mental, physical, and 
creative capacities to decline from lack of use. The fact that old age 
has become a commercial market--with its own best-selling books, tele-
vision programs, services, and products--has not helped much to change the 
stereotype, in my opinion, and perhaps has reinforced it. John L. 
McKnight, associate director of the Center for Urban Affairs and professor 
of communication studies at Northwestern University, deplores the "power 
of the oldhood industry and its public policies. 11 31 He insists that "our 
national policy [toward older peopl..il is anti-caring, anti-family, 
anti-old ... 32 He calls for "a genuinely anti-age policy. Age-oriented 
service industries break families, neighborhoods, communities, and deci-
mate the caring capacities of human beings."33 I might add that in my 
opinion age-oriented, age-discriminatory education underestimates the 
lifelong learning capacities of human beings and denies older people their 
dignity and society their potential contributions. 
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CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY, COMMENT, AND CONCLUSION 
A woman of seventy-four came to ~Dr. Martin A;} Berezin's 
office recently and said, "I would like to be psychoanalyzed." 
He looked at her thoughtfully, as though to ask why anyone 
over seventy would start psychoanalysis. 
She said, in explanation to his unasked question, "Doctor, 
all I have left is my future." 
1 
--Lucy Freeman 
Civilization gets its basic energy not from its resources, but 
from its hopes. The tragedy of life is not death, but what we let die 
inside us while we live. 
--Norman Cousins2 
In ''The Leaden-Eyed," the poet Vachel Lindsay maintained that 
the crime of life was not to die, but to grow dull and to "die like 
sheep." There are no dull, dying sheep in continuing education. Our 
lifelong learners are adding a new dimension to the four freedoms--
the freedom to learn, at any age or stage of life, and to enjoy a 
continuing effort at self-fulfillment. Long may they learn. 
--Raymond Baumhart3 
I have attempted, in preceding chapters, to justify the inclu-
sion of those over the age of 65 in regular, mainstream formal education 
by arguing that both the historical development of schooling in the United 
States and the democratic philosophy of its people are on the side of 
inclusive rather than exclusive education. The historic trend toward 
inclusive education reflects, of course, the country's democratic 
philosophy. History and philosophy are inseparable. 
To summarize: historically, American schools--originally for 
well-to-do males only--have progressively opened their doors to other 
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groups, including the poor, females, blacks and other ethnic groups, and 
the handicapped. The trend has been not only toward inclusiveness but 
also toward integrated inclusiveness--that is, toward including members 
of all groups in the same schools and classrooms. The doctrine of 
"separate but equal" has been rejected by the highest court of the land. 4 
None of the groups mentioned has been taken into the fold of 
mainstream, integrated education without a hard and continuing struggle. 
In the case of each group, however, the struggle has resulted, over long 
periods of time,5 in recognition of the right of members of the group to 
equal opportunity to formal education. The democratic philosophy upon 
which the United States was built leads to inclusive institutions. A 
part of the dictionary definition of the word democratic is "not snobbish 
or socially exclusive. 116 Key concepts in the country's democratic philos-
ophy are universal human dignity, equal opportunity, and justice for all. 
I have pointed out that the one major group that has not been 
taken into the fold of formal education at all levels is the majority 
group of adults, including the rapidly growing numbers of older adults. 
Despite widespread approval of the idea of lifelong education, formal 
education has remained almost exclusively a preparatory place for youth. 
I have argued that the time has come to change formal education at all 
levels to make it truly lifelong. 
I have described recent trends toward expansion of formal educa-
tional opportunities for older people in higher education, thanks largely 
to the declining youth population. I have envisioned a future of educa-
tion without age limits, acknowledging a lack of strong trends in that 
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direction at levels below the college level. I have pointed to the 
serious educational problems and related problems of the elderly poor in 
our society. 
I have pointed out the growing burden younger people must bear 
if older people--the poor and the well off--continue to be maintained as 
a nonworking group. Yet recent extension of the retirement age creates 
another problem: delayed promotions or even lack of jobs for some younger 
people. Intergenerational conflicts over jobs, tax money, and educa-
tional opportunities seem inevitable--unless people of all ages can 
accept older people as full participants in work, education, and life 
generally. Any special benefits, I have argued, should be based not on 
age but on need arising from poverty, illness, handicap, or discrimination 
in the past. 
Many people, including older people, may not agree that age is an 
accidental characteristic like skin color or sex and that older people 
should be treated like younger people. Old age, they may say, is a time 
of increasing incapacities, a time for withdrawal from mainstream respon-
sibilities and opportunities leading up to the ultimate withdrawal, death 
itself. This is a point of view that was dominant in the past, but--as I 
have indicated--it is based on a stereotype that many older people do not 
fit today. 
Some who agree that older people can and should stay actively 
involved in mainstream life may argue that to live fully one need not 
pursue formal studies. They may point out that some older people take 
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advantage of informal learning opportunities: reading, educational tele-
vision, lectures, museums, etc. others will point out, as I have done 
earlier, that formal education is not the only or even the primary need 
of older people (or younger people). Food and housing, medical care, and 
most of all love are needed by everyone. Some, like myself, would add 
work and the arts to that list of minimum requirements for living fully. 
Although I would certainly agree that formal education is not 
the only or the main road to the full life, in our society--as I have 
pointed out--formal education is a main road to jobs, acceptance, and 
respect (both self-respect and the respect of oth9rs). If older people are 
to be accepted as fully responsible, participating members of society, 
they must be able to travel the road of formal education alongside younger 
people, if they choose to do so. They must have equal opportunity to 
formal education at all levels to the end of their lives. That is my 
thesis. 
In conclusion, I should like to make it clear that I do not expect 
formal education to change rapidly from preparatory education of youth to 
lifelong education. Perhaps it never will happen in American society 
since education as an end in itself seems not to be accepted by most 
people and since the value of school education to employment and economic 
success is being questioned. Perhaps in our media-dominated, comput-
erized, pleasure-seeking society, reading, writing, and thinking--the 
mainstays of formal education--are on their way out, except for an 
esoteric few. 
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I choose to hope, however, that there are many younger and older 
Americans who value and actively support demanding, disciplined, sustained, 
mind-stretching, goal-directed fornal education, despite the inadequacies 
of present schooling so frequently and properly deplored. I choose to 
hope that their efforts and mine will direct education toward equal 
opportunity,? freedom of choice, and just treatment for learners of every 
chronological age. "Human societies," it has been said, "have never shown 
consistent allegiance to liberty and justice. But humankind keeps 
dreaming of societies that will be faithful to these ideals."8 
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